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1.1 Two reservoirs are connected by a conducting wire (left figure) which is
represented by a scatterer for the electron’s path (right figure). The edges
of the conductance band in left and right sides are denoted by UL and UR.
The chemical potentials of both sides are equal because the applied voltage,
V = 0. The net current flow through the reservoirs is zero. . . . . . . . . 2
1.2 A positive bias voltage is applied across the one dimensional scatterer. There
is a gap created between the chemical potentials of both sides such that
µL − µR = eV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.3 A schematic diagram of a 4-terminal device used in the bend resistance
experiment. A current I14 is injected from the lead 4 to 1 and the voltage
created between the leads 2 and 3, V23, is measured. There is a magnetic
field perpendicular to the device. The bend resistance, RB = V23/I14 is
measured as a function of the strength of the magnetic field [10]. . . . . . 10
2.1 A schematic diagram of a two-dimensional device for the scattering calcu-
lation. The surfaces S1, S2, · · · , SN separate the interior region A from the
leads. We seek the transmission coefficients of outgoing electrons in the
leads when one incoming subband is occupied. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
xi
2.2 A schematic diagram of a closed tube for the R-matrix theory calculation.
We artificially divide the system into two parts defining the interior region
as A. Electrons are injected from x > L. Supposing that electrons undergo
scattering in region A, we seek the transmission coefficient in the region,
x > 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
2.3 The exact R-matrix for the closed tube problem, Rexact(E,L,L) = |ΨE(L)〉d
dx
|ΨE(L)〉
as a function of the scattering energy. The R-matrix diverges at R-matrix
poles. R-matrix poles are the scattering energies which equal to one of the
Bloch eigenenergies of the interior region A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
2.4 A diagram of exact WE basis functions (upper) and the variational basis
functions (lower) in the interior region of the closed tube. Note that the WE
wave functions have a particular boundary conditions while the variational
basis functions have different values and different derivatives on the soft
boundary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
2.5 Graph of the R matrix as a function of the number of basis functions used
in the calculation of electron scattering in a closed tube. We have only
one soft boundary so there is only one R matrix element. In this problem





. The value is evaluated at energy E = 100 × ~2
m∗a2 . Solid dots are
the result obtained by variational basis functions and the open dots are the
result obtained by using the Wigner-Eisenbud (logarithmic derivative) basis
functions. The straight line is the exact result. This typical case shows that
the variational basis functions achieves faster convergence when compared
to the Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
xii
2.6 Graph of the reflection amplitude of the electron as a function of the num-
ber of basis functions used in the calculation of scattering in a closed tube
as evaluated at energy E = 100 × ~2
m∗a2 . Solid dots are the result obtained
by variational basis and open dots are the result obtained by using the
Wigner-Eisenbud basis. The straight line is the exact result (reflection am-
plitude = -1). This result shows that the variational basis functions achieves
faster convergence when compared to the Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions
confirming the conclusion made in section (2.3.1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
2.7 A schematic diagram of an open tube for the R-matrix theory calculation.
We artificially divide the tube into three regions, regions I, II, and III.
Electrons are injected from region I. Supposing that electrons undergo
scattering in region II, we seek the transmission coefficient in regions I and
III. The answer is known for this problem: The transmission coefficient is
0 in region I and the transmission coefficient is 1 in region III. We look
at the convergence of this result as a function of number of basis functions
used in calculating the R-matrix elements, in order to study the convergence. 34
2.8 Graph of the R-matrix, RE(+,+) at energy, E = 100× ~2m∗a2 as a function
of the number of basis functions used in the calculation. Solid dots are
the result obtained by variational basis functions, open dots are the result
obtained by using the logarithmic derivative boundary conditions. This
graph shows that the variational basis functions give a faster convergence
in the R-matrix calculation as we concluded in the section (2.3). . . . . . 36
2.9 A graph of transmission amplitude of the electron as a function of the num-
ber of basis functions used in the calculation in the open tube problem as
evaluated at the energy E = 100× ~2
m∗a2 . Solid dots are the result obtained
by variational basis functions and the open dots are the result obtained by
WE basis functions. The straight line is the exact result. . . . . . . . . . 38
xiii
2.10 The value of the R matrix, RE(+,+) as a function of the number of eigen-
functions used in the summations. The straight line is the exact result.
Solid dots are the result obtained using the variational basis functions and
the open dots are the result obtained using the WE functions. In this calcu-
lation, the Hilbert space consists of only 12 basis functions and the electron
scattering energy is 100 in dimensionless units. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
2.11 The value of the R matrix, RE(+,+) as a function of the number of basis
functions used in the summations. The straight line is the exact result.
Solid dots are the result obtained using the variational basis functions and
the open dots are the result obtained using the WE functions. In this
calculation, the Hilbert space consists of only 10 basis functions and the
electron scattering energy is 100 in dimensionless units. The features are
the same as the features we observed in the graph (fig.2.10) confirming that
this feature is independent of the number of basis functions. . . . . . . . 42
2.12 Variation of the relative error of RE(+,+) as a function of scattering energy
for both the variational and the Wigner-Eisenbud calculation. Solid dots are
for the variational calculation and the open dots are for the WE calculation.
The dotted straight lines are the Bloch eigen energies. . . . . . . . . . . 43
3.1 A schematic diagram of a T-junction device for the two-dimensional R-
matrix formula calculation. Electrons are injected from the lead 1. We seek
the transmission amplitudes in lead 1 (reflection), lead 2 and the lead 3. . 47
3.2 Transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in the T junction device. The
electrons are injected from the lead 1. The plotted quantities are the lead
to lead transmission coefficient. The dotted lines are the threshold energies
of the input lead. For this device w1 = w2 = w3 = 1. . . . . . . . . . . . 60
3.3 A plot of the probability density of electrons traveling in a T-junction device.
The energy of the scattering electron, E = 26 in the dimensionless units. . 61
xiv
3.4 Graph of the lead to lead transmission coefficient T31, that is the trans-
mission coefficient of electron to the lead 3 when the electrons are injected
from the lead 1. The upper plot is the result obtained using the Wigner-
Eisenbud (WE) basis functions and the lower plot is the result obtained
using the variational basis functions. In the WE calculation the results are
not converged even with 100 (10 × 10) basis functions. In this variational
calculation, there is no graphical difference between the 36 (6× 6) calcula-
tion and 100 (10× 10) calculation which means that the result is converged
with 36 (6× 6) basis functions. The dotted lines are the threshold energies
for the incoming lead. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
3.5 The forward lead transmission coefficient calculated using the Wigner Eisen-
bud (open dots) and the variational (solid dots) basis functions. In both
the calculations, we used 100 (10× 10) basis functions. . . . . . . . . . . 63
3.6 A schematic diagram for the plus junction device geometry. We calculate
the transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in this device. . . . . . 64
3.7 Lead to lead transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in the plus junc-
tion device (fig.3.6). Electrons are injected from the lead 1. For this device
w1 = w2 = w3 = w4 = 1.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
3.8 State to state transmission coefficient of electrons traveling in the T-junction
device. Electrons are injected from n1 = 1 and transmit to n3 = 1. The
solid straight lines are the Bloch eigenenergies and the dotted lines are
the threshold energies of the lead 1. The Wigner-Eisenbud result does not
converge at every Bloch eigenenergy as in the one-dimensional case. . . . 66
4.1 A schematic diagram of an open tube with two interior regions. Electrons
are injected from the region L, undergo scattering in the regions I and II.
We seek the transmission amplitude in the region R which we solve using
the R-matrix connection formula. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
xv
4.2 A schematic diagram of a device with a diamond geometry. We consider
this device in 4 regions, L, I, II, and R, which are separated by the soft
boundaries at x = xA, x = xD, and x = xC . Electrons are injected from
the left lead, undergo scattering in the regions I and II, and scatter into
the regions L and R. We recognize the diamond shaped interior region as a
combination of two wedges as shown in the inset. We calculate the trans-
mission coefficients in the two outgoing leads L and R using the R-matrix
connection formula by connecting the Bloch eigenfunctions of a wedge, but
not using the eigenfunctions of a diamond shaped geometry. . . . . . . . 74
4.3 Transmission and reflection coefficients of the electrons injected to a double-
wedge geometry shown in the figure (4.2). The upper plot is the transmission
coefficients (to the lead R) and the lower plot is the reflection coefficients (to
the lead L) as a function of the energy of the electron. In this calculation
the wedge is defined by wA = 1 (all the lengths of the system is measured in
terms of the width wA), wD = 2.5. The opening angle of the wedge (inset of
the figure 4.2), 2θ0 = pi/3. The electron is injected in the first subband and
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4.4 The probability density of an electron traveling in a device with a diamond
shaped geometry at resonances and anti-resonances. The upper figure is the
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inside the scattering region.) and the lower figure is the |Ψ|2 at E = 6.45
(resonance: electron has a maximum amplitude inside the scattering region). 80
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4.5 A schematic diagram of a 4-terminal wedge junction device. Electrons are
injected from the lead 1 and scatter in the interior region and scatter out
in to leads 1, 2, 3, and 4. We seek for the transmission coefficients of the
electrons to those 4 leads. We calculate the transmission coefficients using
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4.6 Transmission coefficients of the electrons in a 4-terminal wedge junction.
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in the dimensionless units as described in the text. Note that the sidearms
have similar probabilities for the left figure, but not for the right figure. . 129
6.7 The upper plot is the bend resistance, RB of a 4-terminal square junction
device as calculated using the magnetic-field RMT and the LB formula.
The lower plot is the experimental observation for RB as a function of the
magnetic field for a device with a geometry shown in the figure (6.3). Note
that two geometries are different. In the theory, we have calculated RB
at different Fermi energies, which means that we have calculated the RB at
different sizes of the devices (see appendix B). The results have a qualitative
agreement to conclude that the InSb device has a coherent electron behavior. 131
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6.8 Transmission Coefficients for the electrons injected to the 4-terminal wedge
junction device shown in the figure (6.3). The device is specified by wA =
1.0, wD = 1.5, and 2θ0 = 430 according to the figure (4.5). Electrons are
injected from the lead 1. We have calculated the transmission coefficients
for 4 different cases, B = 0, B = 6, B = −6 and B = 8. Since the device
is symmetric both T21 and T41 are equal and T31 is always larger than
the sidearm transmissions when there is no magnetic field. This zero field
result correctly recovers the result we obtained with zero-field RMT. This
figure also shows that when you increase the magnetic field, the transmission
coefficient to the right lead increases and at some energies it is even higher
that the forward transmission. Also the two plots relevant to B = 6 and
B = −6 show that by changing the direction of the magnetic field, the
transmission coefficients to the left and right leads interchange as one would
expect. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134
6.9 Bend resistance of a four-terminal wedge junction device (fig.4.5) as a func-
tion of the magnetic field, B. We have calculated the bend resistance at
different values of Fermi energies which is for different values of device sizes
(wA). For a conversion of the Fermi energies to the device sizes at a given
carrier concentration, see appendix (B). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135
6.10 Bend resistance, RB as a function of the magnetic field for the four terminal
square junction device when the dimensionless Fermi energy equlas to 40.
The different curves are for different temperature as shown in the inset.
This graph shows that the bend resistance decreases as you decrease the
temperature. However, that behavior breaks down after T = 100K. We
discuss this in the text (see section 6.6). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136
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C.1 A schematic diagram of a wedge geometry. In this appendix, we discuss how
to calculate the Bloch eigenfunctions in the wedge geometry which is used
in the chapters (4) and (6). The mesh in the figure shows a new coordinate
system (x, t = y/x). In the text we explain how to use both the (x, y)
and (x, t) coordinate systems to calculate the Bloch eigenfunctions in this
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Abstract
Novel experimental techniques allow us to fabricate very small semiconductor devices
such that the electron mean free path is larger than the size of the device. The macro-
scopic properties of these quantum mechanical devices can be calculated using the
Landauer formula, which requires as input the transmission coefficients of electrons in
the device. We mainly focus on InSb-based devices in which the effective mass is very
small (m∗ = 0.0139m0, where m0 is the free electron mass). Since the gaps between
electron subband levels in such devices are large that these devices are more likely to
behave in a fully quantum mechanical fashion. Thus it is important to calculate the
transmission coefficients of electrons in such a device quantum mechanically.
To calculate the transmission coefficients, we use R-matrix theory (RMT), a tech-
nique that was first introduced in nuclear physics, and later applied in atomic and
molecular physics, and that has recently been shown to be a useful tool for calcu-
lating the transport properties of solid-state devices. We have improved upon the
existing implementations of RMT in device physics by introducing a procedure that
dramatically speeds the convergence. This approach is called variational R-matrix
theory. Moreover, we have extended the R-matrix formalism to scattering systems
with very complicated device geometries. The new formalism, which we call “the R
matrix connection formula” can be used to calculate the transport properties of prac-
tical solid-state devices. Our variational device R-matrix theory is a very accurate,
efficient way to calculate transmission coefficients of electrons in such a device. We
discuss the applications of RMT to modeling of new experimental devices and explain
existing experimental observations.
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To illustrate the usefulness of this theory, we propose a new device that uses
the evaporative emission of electrons to cool an electron-gas system. Our model is
based on filtering electron subbands in a quantum-wire device. When electrons in
higher subbands scatter out of the initial electron distribution, the system comes to
equilibrium at a different chemical potential and a different temperature than the
initial system. To study cooling in this system, we apply the Landauer formula. To
calculate the transmission coefficients we use RMT. Our calculation shows that we
can find device geometries for which this new equilibrium temperature is about 15%
less than the initial temperature. We present experimental parameters for such a
cooling device with InSb and GaAs.
As our second application, we use RMT to model an experimental observation
of negative bend resistance (NBR) in 4-terminal InSb devices by Goel et al. at
the University of Oklahoma. To model this experiment, we have used the RMT to
calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons in the presence of a magnetic field.
We calculate the magneto-transport properties in a four-terminal device and compare
our results to the experimental observations.
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Introduction
As the size of the semiconductor devices gets smaller they cross over from classi-
cal physics to quantum physics. These devices are sometimes called “mesoscopic”
devices. The prefix “meso” means “in between” in Greek. With that meaning, meso-
scopic physics is the physics of systems which are in the region between classical and
quantum physics. The dimension of these systems can range from a few microns to
few nanometers. These systems are different from the individual atomic systems and
are too tiny to obey the laws of the macroscopic world.
The properties of these small devices are interestingly different from those of
traditional classical devices. For instance, classical electrical conductors obey Ohm’s
law whereas quantum conductors do not. The latter can display ballistic propagation
or conductance fluctuations depending upon the elastic mean free path.
There are different techniques to make these devices. Techniques like Molecular
Beam Epitaxy (MBE) or Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition allows us to grow
thin layers of material that have precise composition and are nearly defect-free. In
particular we can grow a thin layer of a low-band-gap material inside a sandwich of
large-band-gap materials. In this thin layer, an electron at room temperature does not
have enough energy to occupy the higher states in the growth direction, so electrons
live in a two-dimensional world. This is called the “two-dimensional electron gas”
(2DEG). These ultra-thin structures can show quantized properties. For instance,
the quantized Hall Effect was observed [1] in these systems, introducing a whole field
of new physics. Furthermore it is possible to design different devices on these two-
dimensional structures by lithographical techniques that confine the transport in the
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lateral direction. These devices can also be grown by changing the growth conditions
that the system spontaneously forms the desired structures (self-assembly).
We can achieve different transport properties by changing the geometry of the
two-dimensional device. We are mainly interested in their macroscopic properties,
which can be measured in the laboratory. These macroscopic properties depend on
microscopic properties of the system, because as you change the size and the shape
of the system, the internal energy structure will be changed. This feature is similar
to different atoms having different characteristics because they have different energy-
level structures. Technologically it is very interesting that by changing the size and
shape, we can change the internal electronic energy structure of a device and therefore
change the observed properties.
Since it is possible to control the microscopic properties of bulk systems by differ-
ent techniques, it is very important to understand what these macroscopic measure-
ments, which are made using voltmeters or ammeters, mean for a quantum mechan-
ical system. The theoretical understanding will help to design new devices based on
existing experimental observations.
One way to understand of mesoscopic devices is the Landauer formalism, which
was later extended by M.Bu¨tikker to multi-terminal devices. The Landauer-Bu¨tikker
formula basically states that the results of macroscopic voltmeter/ammeter measure-
ments are related to the transmission coefficients of electrons. In this theory, incident
electrons see the specimen as a target and scatter into different leads. The trans-
mission coefficients can be calculated classically (semi-classical model) or quantum
mechanically.
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to explain existing observations and model new
devices, based on InSb, in which the effective mass is small compared to other III-V
semiconductors. Due to the small effective mass the electron confinement energies are
large, so these devices are more likely to behave in a quantum mechanical fashion.
We model these devices using quantum mechanical transmission coefficients in the
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Landauer-Bu¨tikker formula. While calculating the transmission coefficients requires
only solving the Schrodinger equation inside the system, this task becomes hard
when the system geometry is complicated. We need a powerful technique to calculate
the transmission coefficients of electrons in a two-dimensional device quickly and
accurately.
There are two main ways to handle this task. In one of these methods, the system
is solved for one energy and the procedure is repeated for different energies to obtain
the transport properties. The recursive Green’s function technique [2, 3, 4] is an
example of this kind. In the second type, the time-consuming energy independent
part of the problem is separated from the rest of the problem, which makes the
method computationally very efficient. The main theory in this thesis, R-Matrix
Theory (RMT), is of this kind.
RMT allows to calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons at various ener-
gies without having to solve the Schrodinger equation repeatedly. RMT was originally
developed in nuclear physics in 1947 (Wigner & Eisenbud) [5]. Later it was widely
used in the atomic and molecular physics community. Recently, device physicists be-
came interested in this technique [6, 7, 8]. We give a detailed background of the RMT
and its applications in device physics in appendix (A) which is an excempt for our
forthcoming paper [9]. In this thesis we improve and extend the RMT for solid-state
devices. This thesis is structured as follows.
• Chapter 1: Transport Properties from Scattering Theory
This chapter includes the basics of the Landauer formula and important re-
sults of this theory. We also explain the extension of the Landauer formula for
multi-lead devices as done by M. Bu¨tikker. We discuss this Landauer-Bu¨tikker
formalism for calculating the transport properties at finite temperature where
we only consider the Fermi distribution broadening.
• Chapter 2: Basics of the Variational R-matrix Theory
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In this chapter we discuss the R-matrix approach using variational basis func-
tions, which is called variational R-matrix theory. We develop the necessary
equations to solve for the transmission coefficients and apply the theory to one-
dimensional systems: electrons traveling in a closed tube, and electrons travel-
ing in an open tube. We discuss the convergence of the variational approach in
detail.
• Chapter 3: Two-Dimensional R-matrix Formula
We apply the RMT to a two-dimensional device with an arbitrary number of
leads. We explain the technique using a T-junction device, although the final
formula is general so we can use it for a device with any number of leads.
We show results for the transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in a T-
junction device and in a plus-junction device. We discuss convergence of the
variational approach for two-dimensional RMT.
• Chapter 4: Two-Dimensional R-Matrix Connection Formula
Sometimes the geometry of experimental devices is so complicated that it is hard
to apply the R-matrix formula we discuss in the previous chapter to such devices.
We present a new method for calculating the transmission coefficients of such
a device. This new formula is called the “R-matrix connection formula”. We
explain the theory with an application: calculation of transmission coefficients
for electrons traveling in a diamond geometry. Then we use the connection
formula to calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons in a device with
4-terminal wedge geometry. This 4-terminal device is similar to the device made
by Goel et.al [10] for experiments on the bend resistance in InSb devices.
• Chapter 5: Evaporative Cooling of Electron in Semiconductor De-
vices
In this chapter, we propose a new device which uses the evaporative emission of
electrons to cool an electron-gas system. This device is based on the selective
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subband filtering. When the higher-subband electrons scatter out of the system,
the rest of the system comes to a new equilibrium. Our calculation is based on
Landauer-Bu¨tikker theory. We calculate the transmission coefficients of electron
using our variational RMT. Our calculation shows that we can find some device
geometries such that the new equilibrium temperature is less than the initial
temperature of the system. This is the desired cooling effect. We explain the
theory with an ideal model, and then calculate the cooling parameter for several
realistic devices. Finally, we calculate device parameters for such a cooling
device with InSb and GaAs.
• Chapter 6: Magneto-Transport Properties of Semiconductor Devices
In this chapter we model the experimental observations of negative bend resis-
tance (NBR) in InSb devices by Goel et. al [11] at the University of Oklahoma.
In order to model this experiment we extend our RMT to include the presence
of an external perpendicular magnetic field. Since the device we are interested
has a complicated geometry, we need to apply the R-matrix connection formula
along with the magnetic-field RMT. We show how to solve for the transmission
coefficients and calculate the magneto-transport properties in 4-terminal square
junction device and in a 4-terminal wedge junction device.





In this chapter, we discuss the macroscopic transport properties of a quantummechan-
ical system, that is, the bridge between classical and quantum physics. This approach
was founded by R. Landauer [12] for explaining the conductance of a two-terminal
quantum mechanical device. The Landauer formula states that the conductance of
a quantum mechanical system is proportional to the transmission coefficient of elec-
trons through the device. Later this formula was extended by M. Bu¨tikker [13] for
multi-lead devices and the new formula is known as the Landauer-Bu¨tikker formula.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we discuss the origin of the quantum
resistance through a two-terminal system (sec.1.1). There we explain how to apply
the Landauer formula to a device operated at zero temperature. We then discuss how
to calculate the finite-temperature conductance of a quantum mechanical system, and
the important consequences of the Landauer formula.
In section (1.2), we discuss the extension of the Landauer formula to a multi-lead
device. Then in section (1.3), we obtain an expression for a bend resistance, RB of
a four-terminal device which we will use in modeling the bend resistance of a InSb
4-terminal device in the chapter (6).
1
1.1 Landauer Formula for a Two-Terminal Device
We will discuss the current through a one-dimensional scatterer. The two reservoirs
are internally connected by an ideal quantum wire and externally connected by a volt-
age source. We consider this conducting wire as a scatterer for the electrons through
which they are transmitted with a probability T and reflected with a probability R
[14].
Figure 1.1: Two reservoirs are connected by a conducting wire (left figure) which is rep-
resented by a scatterer for the electron’s path (right figure). The edges of the conductance
band in left and right sides are denoted by UL and UR. The chemical potentials of both sides
are equal because the applied voltage, V = 0. The net current flow through the reservoirs
is zero.
We assume that the contacts between the conductor and the reservoirs are re-
flectionless so that electrons can enter the reservoirs without any difficulty. When
there is no external voltage applied to the system, the chemical potentials of the two
reservoirs are equal (fig.1.1). There is no net current flow between the reservoirs.
Now we apply a positive bias to the system such that the chemical potential of
both sides differ by eV . That is,
eV = µL − µR. (1.1)
We are interested in calculating the transport properties through the scatterer.
We need to take two currents into account: the current due to the electrons emerging
2
Figure 1.2: A positive bias voltage is applied across the one dimensional scatterer. There
is a gap created between the chemical potentials of both sides such that µL − µR = eV .
from the left reservoir, IL, and the current due to the electrons emerging from the
right reservoir, IR.
A particular current IL ,R depends on:
• the density of states, D(E),
• the Fermi function, f(E, µL ,R), the probability that an electron state at energy
E is occupied or not,
• the velocity of the electron, v(E),
and,
• the transmission coefficient, T (E), the probability that an electron is transmit-
ted through the device.









f(E, µR) v(E) T (E) D(E) dE, (1.3)
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where UL and UR are the edges of the conduction bands in left and right sides respec-
tively. The factor 2 is for the double occupancy due to the spin degeneracy. Using
the two currents, IL and IR, we can calculate the total current as,




[f(E, µL)− f(E, µR)] T (E) D(E) v(E) dE. (1.4)
We consider the one-dimensional devices in which the density of states D(E) is in-











[f(E, µL)− f(E, µR)] T (E) dE. (1.6)
Equation (1.6) gives a general expression for the current through a one-dimensional






µR = µ− 1
2
eV, (1.8)
where µ is the equilibrium chemical potential when there is no applied bias.
When we expand the Fermi function in a Taylor series and keep only the 1st order
terms, this gives,
f(E, µL)− f(E, µR) = −eV d
dE
f(E, µ). (1.9)
By plugging the equation (1.9) in the equation (1.6), we get an equation for the total













1.1.1 Temperature Dependence of the Conductance
The equation (1.10) is true for the current at any temperature. At zero temperature,
the Fermi function is a step function that − d
dE
f(E, µ) = δ(E−µ). So the integration











This is the well-known two-terminal Landauer formula [14].
At a finite temperature, we use the equation (1.10) to calculate the current through
the device. The Fermi distribution function is no longer a step function, but broad-
ened. It shows that, in order to get the total average transmission coefficient of










In the following subsection, we will discuss some important consequences of the Lan-
dauer formula.
1.1.2 Important Comments on Landauer formula
The two-terminal Landauer formula (eq.1.12) leads to several physical insights such
as, quantum unit of resistance, contact resistance, phase relaxation of electrons at
the reservoirs and the non-locality of quantum resistance as we will describe below.
The Landauer formula states that the conductance is directly proportional to the
transmission coefficient T of the electrons, and the proportionality constant does not
depend on the device parameters but on fundamental constants. With this propor-
tionality constant, the fundamental unit of quantum resistance was recognized as
e2
h
= 25.8kΩ, which is now known as the Klitzing constant [16].
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The Landauer formula also states that as the transmission through the scatterer
increases, the conductance of the system will be increased. If we assume that the
conducting wire is a perfect transmitter (T = 1), then our physical insight is that the
conductance will be infinity. However when we substitute T = 1 in eq. (1.12), we get
a finite conductance which is puzzling. The reason for this puzzle is that the Landauer
formula can be presented in two forms. In the form we presented here (eq.1.12), we
have not subtracted the resistance due to the contacts between the leads and the
reservoirs [17]. In fact the resistance is measured further away from the scatterer,
the resistance is not solely due to the scatterer. Since the resistance is additive, we
explain more about this in terms of the resistance not in terms of the conductance.
When we have T = 1, the finite conductance is due to the contacts that the contact





If we measure the resistance across the scatterer, we get the resistance due to the
scatterer, Rscatterer. However, when me measure the resistance further away from the
scatterer, we get the resistance due to the scatterer and the contacts as well, which
can be mathematically written as,






















1− T . (1.16)
For a perfect scatterer, the equation (1.16) correctly shows infinite conductance.
One should be aware of these two forms of the Landauer equation. In our calculation,
we use the earlier form in which the resistance is measured away from the scatterer.
Another important consequence of the Landauer formula is that it shows the
phase relaxation of the electrons. As we proved the Landauer formula, we considered
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the perfect elastic collisions that there is no energy dissipation through these events.
However, the final result is the resistance which is a dissipative quantity. The question
is, if the electron collisions are elastic, where does this dissipation come from? If the
resistance is defined just across the scatterer, there is no energy dissipation. So
we cannot define the resistance of the scatterer as a local quantity. In order to
explain the dissipation, we need to consider the motion of the electrons out side the
scatterer. The Landauer model assumes that all the electrons enter into a reservoir
from the conductor never reflects back to the conductor. That is, there is no phase
relation between the incoming and outgoing electrons in a particular reservoir. When
electrons enter into a reservoir, they relax at a equilibrium temperature and a chemical
potential. All the dissipation occurs due to this phase relaxation of electrons in the
reservoirs. This highlights two important concepts, the phase relaxation of electrons
and the non locality of the quantum resistance. The resistance cannot be defined for
the scatterer itself, but for the system.
1.2 Landauer-Bu¨tikker Formula
The Landauer formula was originally developed for a two-terminal device [14]. This
formula was extended to a multichannel and multi-lead device by M. Bu¨tikker [13] and
it is called the Landauer-Bu¨tikker formula. In this section we discuss this extension
in detail and apply it to a 4-terminal device to obtain an expression for the bend
resistance, RB [15], which we will discuss in detail in the thesis (ch.6).
In a multi-lead device some leads are used to inject currents (current probes) and
some leads are used to measure the voltages (voltage probes). We assume that the
voltage probes draw zero net current as they have infinite resistance. A finite current
is passed only through the current probes.
We shall consider an arbitrary device (fig.2.1) which has N leads. Each of these
leads has a number of transverse channels (subbands) which we will discuss in detail
in the chapter (3). These leads are connected to electron reservoirs. Each of these
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reservoirs injects electrons into the system. According to Landauer formula, the
current is proportional to the transmission coefficient from one lead to another. The
current in lead q due to the electrons injected from the lead p,








T q,pnq ,np , (1.17)
where we have use the equation (1.12). Here T qpnq ,np is the transmission coefficient of
electrons from the nthp subband of the p
th lead to the nthq subband of the q
th lead and
Vp is the applied voltage. There are Nq number of open subbands in each q
th lead.
The negative sign in the current expression is due to our convention that, the incident
current in each lead is positive.
The equation (1.17) has the current in the qth lead due to the lead p. The qth
lead injects current to the system in Nq subbands. A fraction of this injected current
reflects back to the qth lead. The current in the lead q due to the electrons emerging


















is the probability that the electrons reflect back to the nthq subband in
the qth lead. Hereafter we use only the transmission coefficients from one lead to






T qpnq ,np . (1.19)











which is called the Landauer-Bu¨tikker (LB) formula. The LB formalism can also be










[(Nq − Tqq) δqp − Tqp] . (1.22)
Here we discuss how to obtain the experimentally significant quantities through the
LB formula. We start with the conductance matrix [15]. The conductance matrix, G
obeys some specific properties due to some physical conditions as we describe follows.
The conservation of current gives the relation,




This states that the sum of elements in a column of the conductance matrix equals
zero, which makes the conductance matrix singular.
We can also simplify the conductance matrix because, if there is no voltage dif-
ference between the leads, there is no current flow which makes the sum of all the
elements in a row of the conductance matrix equal to zero. Since both the sums in





Tpq = 0. (1.24)












Now we will consider the sum rule (eq.1.24) for the rows and columns of the conduc-












[TpqVq − TqpVp] . (1.27)
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1.3 Bend Resistance from the Landauer Bu¨tikker
Formula
We are mainly interested in measurements taken in 4-terminal devices, since we ul-
timately model the experimental observation made in those 4-terminal devices. We
will consider one such experimental quantity, the bend-resistance.
Figure 1.3: A schematic diagram of a 4-terminal device used in the bend resistance exper-
iment. A current I14 is injected from the lead 4 to 1 and the voltage created between the
leads 2 and 3, V23, is measured. There is a magnetic field perpendicular to the device. The
bend resistance, RB = V23/I14 is measured as a function of the strength of the magnetic
field [10].
In the bend resistance experiment (fig.1.3), a current I14 is injected from the lead 4






We can use the Landauer-Bu¨tikker formula to get an expression for the bend-resistance
in terms of the transmission coefficients of electrons in the device.
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We can write the conditions for the electron flow in this system as,
I1 = I, (1.29)
I2 = 0, (1.30)
I3 = 0, (1.31)
I4 = −I. (1.32)
Since the leads 2 and 3 are voltage probes, there is no current through those leads
(eq.1.30 and 1.31) and a similar current passes through the leads 1 and 4 (eq.1.29
and 1.32). This experimental information together with the equation (1.27) can be
put in a matrix form as,
T12 + T13 + T14 −T12 −T13 −T14
−T21 T21 + T23 + T24 −T23 −T24
−T31 −T32 T31 + T32 + T34 −T34

















This set of equations is linearly dependent. One of the equation is redundant. We
eliminate one equation (we choose to eliminate eq.1.32) out of the set since it does
not carry any new information. Now the equation becomes,

T12 + T13 + T14 −T12 −T13 −T14
−T21 T21 + T23 + T24 −T23 −T24















Our goal is to find an expression for the experimentally measured quantity, the bend
resistance RB = (V2 − V3)/I. We choose to measure all the voltages with respect to
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the voltage of the lead 3, and make V3 = 0, which reduces the above equation to,
T12 + T13 + T14 −T12 T14













This is a set of linearly independent equations which we would like to solve for V2/I.




T41T21 − T 231
S
, (1.34)
where S is given by,
S = (T21 + T41)
[
(T21 + T31)
2 + (T41 + T31)
2] . (1.35)
1.4 Conclusion
We have discussed Landauer and Landauer-Bu¨tikker formulas to explain the trans-
port properties of two-dimensional devices. In the Landauer approach, the transport
properties are explained in terms of the transmission coefficients from one lead to an-
other. We discussed how to calculate the temperature dependent transport properties
and obtained an expression for the bend resistance measured in a 4-terminal device.
In the later chapters of this thesis we explain one efficient technique, R-matrix the-
ory, to calculate the transmission coefficients of a multi-lead device. Then we apply




Basics of the Variational R-Matrix
Theory
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we learned about the importance of scattering theory in solid
state devices and in the introduction we mentioned about the standard techniques
used to calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons in solid-state devices. In
this chapter we discuss one such technique, the R-matrix theory (RMT) in detail.
Our goal is to develop this technique to calculate the transmission coefficients in
two-dimensional devices such as quantum wire configurations. A schematic digram
of such a device is sketched in figure (2.1). In this two-dimensional device, there
are several leads attached to an interior region “A”. In the one-dimensional case
(sec.1.1), we called the interior region as the “scatterer”. In particular it is part of
the device where the scattering occurs. Reservoirs and the interior region “A” are
connected with the leads as shown in the figure (2.1). Electrons are injected into the
system by an external source through these leads. Electrons scatter in the interior
region and emerge through the leads. We need to find the transmission coefficients
of the electrons in each lead at a given energy, E when only one incoming subband
13
is occupied.
Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of a two-dimensional device for the scattering calculation.
The surfaces S1, S2, · · · , SN separate the interior region A from the leads. We seek the
transmission coefficients of outgoing electrons in the leads when one incoming subband is
occupied.
R-matrix theory is a way to calculate the transmission coefficients of such a device
without having to calculate the total scattering wave function of the system. Our
theoretical model is based on several assumptions:
• The electron transport in the device is ballistic; there is no electron-electron
scattering or electron-phonon scattering, all the scattering occurs due to the
boundaries. The transport of electrons is independent of the other electrons
and phonons, thus we can use the single electron model. In the single electron
model, the properties of the system can be obtained by solving the single particle
Schrodinger equation.
• These two-dimensional devices are lithographically designed on a periodic crys-
tal potential (the lattice of the material of which the quantum well is made). We
assume that this periodic potential can be represented by the effective mass ap-
proximation [18]. In the relevant equations the free electron mass m is replaced
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by the effective mass m∗. The values of m∗ are known for different materials
[19]
• The leads of the device (fig.2.1) have Cartesian symmetry. The qth lead can be
described by (xq, yq) coordinates. The transverse confining potential energy of
the lead q, Vq(yq) in each lead is an infinite square well whose width wq equals
the separation of the (impenetrable) walls of the lead:
Vq(yq) = ∞ yq ≤ wq/2 (2.1)
= 0 − wq/2 ≤ yq ≤ wq/2 (2.2)
= ∞ yq ≥ wq/2 (2.3)
Due to these boundary conditions, electrons are confined to the leads in the
transverse direction and we assume that the longitudinal potential energy V (xq)
in each lead is a constant whose value we shall take as zero.
With these assumptions, one could calculate the transmission coefficients of elec-
trons in a device at a given energy E by solving the Schrodinger equation to get the
total scattering wave function of the system. Knowing the scattering wave function,
we could calculate the electron flux going through each lead.
However, when the system geometry becomes complicated, it is hard to solve
the Schrodinger equation in the device. If we need to calculate the transmission
coefficients at many energies, this would require solving the Schrodinger equation
many times making the calculations even slower.
On the other hand, we need the transmission coefficients in the leads, not in the
interior region. In fact we do not need to solve for the total scattering wave function
in the device at all.
In RMT, in order to get the transmission coefficients in the leads, we do not solve
for the scattering wave function in the device. The basic idea is that we divide the
system into two parts, the interior scattering region and the outgoing leads. The
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interior region is where all the scattering occurs and the leads are uniform regions by
which electrons enter and leave the system (fig.2.1).
We expand the scattering wave function in the leads in a linear combination of the
lead eigenfunctions. With the hard wall boundary conditions (eq.2.3) and Cartesian
symmetry, the lead eigenfunctions are the product of plane waves along the wire and
the infinite well wave functions in the transverse direction. In the interior region,
the scattering wave function can be expanded as a linear combination of the interior
region eigenfunctions. Then we match these two types of solutions on the boundaries
where the leads meet the interior region (hereafter we call those boundaries the “soft
boundaries”) to calculate the transmission coefficients in the leads.
In this chapter we explain the procedure for R-matrix theory in devices in detail.
This chapter is structured as follows.
Section (2.2) introduces the basic concepts and develops the necessary equations
for the R-matrix formula. To develop the basic equation, we mainly need to solve the
interior region problem. In explaining the interior region problem, we introduce the
Bloch Hamiltonian, one of the key points in the R-matrix theory.
After explaining the R-matrix formula in sec (2.2), we proceed to the rest of the
details of the RMT using two simple examples; the scattering of electrons traveling
in a closed tube (sec.2.3) and the scattering of electrons traveling in an open tube
(sec.2.4). These are the simplest examples one could think of. The answers to both
these problems are straight forward. In the closed tube, the electrons have reflec-
tion amplitude −1, and in the open tube, electrons have transmission amplitude 1.
However, we solve these systems as scattering problems to explain all the details of
the technique. In particular, the closed tube problem has similarities to the spher-
ical R-matrix theory which is popular in nuclear/atomic/molecular physics. When
extending the technique from closed tube problem to the open tube problem, we can
observe the difference in R-matrix theory from nuclear/atomic/molecular physics to
device physics.
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Both these sections of RMT applications (section 2.3 and 2.4) are structured in a
similar fashion. However, some common techniques such as the generalized eigenvalue
problem, are described only in the first application (sec.2.3). In those two sections,
we explain the interior region problem and show the calculation of R-matrix elements
using different methods. We discuss the advantage of variational RMT in handling
the interior region problem through convergence studies of R-matrix elements. Use
of variational RMT is one of the main innovations of this research. Then we show
how to connect the outgoing lead solutions and the interior region solutions and how
to calculate the transmission coefficients of the electrons.
Concluding that the variational R-matrix theory achieves faster convergence that
theWigner-Eisenbud calculation (by the results of sections 2.3 and 2.4), in section(2.5)
we discuss the reasons for this convergence. While our analysis shows that convergence
is non-uniform, the mathematical explanation for this property remains unexplained.
2.2 R-Matrix Formula
In this section, we develop the mathematical equations to formulate the R-matrix
equation and give the physical conditions in which it is applicable. For simplicity, in
this chapter, we explain the theory in one dimension. In later chapters, we extend
the theory to more dimensions and more complicated geometries.
We consider an electron injected to the device (fig.2.1) at an energy E, where
E is the total energy of the incoming electron. We look for a solution to the time
independent Schrodinger equation,
H |ΨE〉 = E |ΨE〉 , (2.4)
where the Hamiltonian H is given by,





+ V (x˜). (2.5)
We consider two types of solutions for the equation (2.4), the interior region
solution and the lead solution, and match these solutions on the soft boundaries to
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get the transmission coefficients in the leads. These boundaries are marked as Si in
the fig. (2.1), and we call the interior region “A”.
Below we discuss the interior region solution and later in the sections (2.3 and
2.4) we discuss the lead solution using some examples.
We need to expand the scattering state |ΨE〉, in terms of |ζj〉 which are eigenvectors
of the interior region Hamiltonian. We shall consider the eigenstates in the coordinate
space.
These eigenfunctions |ζj(x˜)〉 are obtained by solving the equation,
H |ζj(x˜)〉 = Ej |ζj(x˜)〉 , (2.6)
where x˜ is the spatial coordinate of the system.
Can we expand the scattering wave function |ΨE(x˜)〉 in terms of |ζj(x˜)〉? Is this
set of eigenfunctions |ζj(x˜)〉 complete?
Bloch [? ] found that even though the Hamiltonian in equation (2.5) is Her-
mitian in infinite systems, the Hamiltonian is not in general Hermitian in a finite
system unless certain boundary conditions are specified. For instance, if we solve the
Hamiltonian inside the interior region with zero value or zero derivative boundary
conditions, the Hamiltonian will be Hermitian as we will describe below. We will
show the non-Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian inside a finite system below.
We consider a one-dimensional finite region defined by −a/2 ≤ x˜ ≤ +a/2, where
x˜ is the space coordinate and a is the length of the system. We start with the single
particle Hamiltonian (eq.2.5).
Before explaining any details of the problem, we make the Hamiltonian dimen-
sionless. First we scale the position variable x˜ by some arbitrary convenient length
a. Changing the variables to x = x˜/a,





+ V (x). (2.7)







+ V (x) (2.8)
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Hereafter we work with these dimensionless energies and lengths. For instance now
our finite system is defined as −1/2 ≤ x ≤ +1/2. The computation is easier when
done with dimensionless parameters. We change these dimensionless parameters to
real parameters when we apply these models to experiments.
Here we explain why the Hamiltonian (here the kinetic energy operator) is not
Hermitian inside a finite region. If the Hamiltonian were Hermitian in the finite















where the parenthesis, ( ) denotes the volume integration in the finite region. In one
dimension the volume integration becomes an integration over the length. Then the















We have assumed a free particle so that the potential V (x) = 0. The above equation
(2.9) means that if the kinetic energy operator were Hermitian, it could act on the
function as a left handed operator and a right handed operator. We will consider
the left hand side (LHS) and the right hand side (RHS) of eq.(2.9) to check for the
Hermiticity of the kinetic energy operator.






























































It is clear that the LHS and RHS in eq.(2.9) are not equal unless the first terms in
equations (2.12) and (2.13) are equal, which is in general not true. For example, those
two terms will be equal if the interior region eigenfunctions satisfy special boundary
conditions (zero value or zero derivative boundary conditions) on the soft boundaries.
However, our final scattering wave function does not obey any specific boundary
conditions on the boundaries of the interior region. It is not convenient to solve the
interior region eigenfunctions with specific boundary conditions. If the Hamiltonian
does not satisfy the Hermiticity (eq.2.9), its eigenfunctions are not complete. The
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, |ζj(x)〉 could not be used to expand the scattering
wave function.
In a finite region, the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian because of the boundary
terms in (eq.2.12). If we subtract the boundary terms, the rest will be Hermitian.
This Hermitian operator is called the Bloch Hamiltonian and the boundary terms we
add to H are called the Bloch operators. The new Bloch Hamiltonian takes the form,
HB = H0 + L. (2.14)
For example, for the kinetic energy operator defined in the finite region −1/2 ≤ x ≤




















(δ(x− s′)) nˆ · ~∇Ψs′ . (2.16)
The unit vector nˆ is perpendicular to each of the soft boundaries and points outward
from the interior region “A”.
The Bloch Hamiltonian HB has a set of eigenfunctions |φj(x)〉 defined by,
(HB − Ej)φj(x) = 0, (2.17)
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where the spatial coordinate x is defined only inside the interior region “A”. As we
have proved, since the Bloch Hamiltonian is Hermitian inside the interior region, this
set |φj(x)〉 is complete and orthogonal inside the interior region.
This set of eigenfunctions (which we call the Bloch eigenfunctions) |φj(x)〉 can be




Cj |φj(x)〉 . (2.18)
This expansion is valid only inside the interior region, since the set |φj(x)〉 is de-
fined only in the interior region. We need to find the expansion coefficients, Cj =
〈φj(x)|ΨE(x)〉 in eq. (2.18). Below we explain how to obtain an expression for these
coefficients.
We rearrange eq.(2.4) as
(H + L − E) |ΨE〉 = L |ΨE〉 , (2.19)
with the goal of obtaining the expansion coefficients Cj. By rearranging eq.(2.19),
|ΨE(x)〉 = 1H + L − EL |ΨE(x)〉 , (2.20)
we get Cj as




Ej − E 〈φj(x)| L |ΨE(x)〉 , (2.22)
where Ej’s are the eigenvalues of the Bloch Hamiltonian corresponding to the Bloch
eigenfunction |φj(x)〉.














lies on the surface of the interior region and it goes over all surfaces as it
is required by the Bloch operator (according to the delta function in eq.2.16) and the
point x can be anywhere inside the interior region. The point x is always inside the
interior region “A”. In order to calculate the transmission coefficients in the leads,
we need to relate the interior region and the leads. So we consider the equation (2.23)
on the soft boundary on the lead q (x = sq, where sq is a point on the boundary q).
We denote x
′
= sp where sp is a point on the soft boundary p, since the point x
′
lies





Ej − E 〈φj(sp) L |ΨE(sp)〉 . (2.24)





Ej − E L |ΨE(sp)〉 . (2.25)
This is the R-matrix equation. We identify the term,






Ej − E , (2.26)




R(E, sq, sp)~∇ |ΨE(sp)〉 . (2.27)
Note that the summation over p comes in the equation (2.27) is due to the summation
appear in the Bloch operator (eq.2.16). Also note that the equation (2.27) is true if
there is no potential in the system since we have considered V (x) = 0 when obtaining
the equation (2.16). If there is a potential term we have to find out whether it is
Hermitian or not. If the potential takes the typical form V (x), then it is Hermitian. If
the potential energy Hamiltonian does not contribute to the Bloch operator, eq.(2.27)
is still valid. If the Hamiltonian contains derivatives, it is not Hermitian and we have
to find out the relevant Bloch operator term. This issue is addressed in the chapter
(6) where we study the magneto-transport properties of solid-state devices.
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We use equation (2.24) to calculate the transmission coefficients of the system. In
this chapter we consider only the one-dimensional problems. We use the technique for
two-dimensional devices in the chapter (3). We explain the total procedure of the R-
matrix theory with two applications, the electron transmission through a closed tube
(section.2.3) and the electron transmission through an open tube (section.2.4) . Both
these problem are very simple problems, however they are important. The closed
tube problem has direct relation to the spherical problem in content and having two
soft boundaries, open tube problem shows the application of RMT in a non-spherical
device.
2.3 Application of the R-Matrix Theory to Elec-
tron Transmission through a Closed Tube
We consider an electron moving through a closed tube, (fig.2.2). We call it a tube,
however, we consider it completely as a one-dimensional problem suppressing the
transverse degree of freedom. Even though the answer to this problem is straight-
forward, we do it as a scattering problem to explain the technique. This problem is
analogous to the spherical R matrix problem in atomic and nuclear physics in that
they both have one soft boundary. Since we know the exact answer to this scattering
problem (all the electrons will reflect back to the right hand side region with a reflec-
tion coefficient 1), we can study and analyze the technique by solving this problem. In
the following section, we calculate the required R-matrix elements and in the section
after, we use the R-matrix elements to calculate the transmission coefficients.
2.3.1 Calculation of the R-Matrix Elements
The first steps of the R-matrix theory are to identify the interior scattering region,
find the Bloch Hamiltonian, and calculate the Bloch Hamiltonian eigenfunctions in
the interior region. We define a interior region 0 ≤ x ≤ L which is the shaded region
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Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of a closed tube for the R-matrix theory calculation. We
artificially divide the system into two parts defining the interior region as A. Electrons are
injected from x > L. Supposing that electrons undergo scattering in region A, we seek the
transmission coefficient in the region, x > 0.
in fig.(2.2) where L is dimensionless. According to eq. (2.26), the R-matrix depends
on two points in space, sq and sp. However, in this problem, we have only one soft
boundary so the R-matrix is a single value or a 1× 1 matrix. It is easy to show how
this single R matrix element is related to the scattering wave function |ΨE(x)〉. The






Note that we work in the dimensionless uints. By putting the Bloch operator in the
eq. (2.24),
|ΨE(L)〉 = R(E,L, L) ∂
∂x
ΨE(L). (2.28)







is the inverse of the logarithmic derivative of the scattering wave function evaluated
at the soft boundary. This is equivalent to the result we see in the conventional
spherical R-matrix theory. Since we have only one soft boundary, some times it is
denoted as RE,L.
We calculate the R-matrix elements using the interior region Bloch eigenfunctions
according to eq. (2.26). However for a general scattering problem, it is not possible
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to perform the infinite summation as given by eq. (2.26). We have to truncate the
summation. If one could perform the infinite summation as required, we would get
the exact answer without depending on the numerical methods we used. Since we
can only do a finite summation, the way we calculate the Bloch eigenfunctions plays
an important role in the convergence of the R-matrix calculation.
However for this simple problem, we can perform the infinite summation over j
as in eq. (2.26) and we get the exact result. We compare this exact result with
the result we obtain by truncating the summation at j = jmax. Then we discuss
another approach, the variational basis approach, to approximately calculate the
Bloch eigenfunctions and find out the advantages of this approximation.
Exact Bloch Eigenfunctions
Now we need to calculate the interior region Bloch eigenfunctions. In order to calcu-
late the Bloch eigenfunctions, we need to specify some kind of boundary conditions.
When R-matrix theory was first founded by Wigner and Eisenbud [5], it was for-
mulated in a way that the interior region eigenfunctions satisfy a specific boundary
conditions; the logarithmic derivative boundary conditions on the soft boundaries.




φ = bφ, (2.30)
on the soft boundaries. Here b is a constant typically chosen to be zero and the set
of interior region eigenfunctions are denoted by |φ〉. We call these interior region
eigenfunctions the Wigner-Eisenbud (WE) functions. Considering the soft bound-
ary conditions at x = L and hard wall boundary conditions at x = 0 the Bloch











j = 1, 2, . . . , (2.31)
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(2j − 1)2 j = 1, 2, . . . (2.32)
Note that we use the dimensionless units as explained in eq. (2.8). We also call these
eigenfunctions, “the exact Bloch eigenfunctions” as they are in a closed form which
perfectly satisfies the given boundary conditions.







Ej − E . (2.33)
Note that we have truncated the summation at j = jmax and we call the R matrix
value, the RWE(E,L, L).
Exact Result
Since the exact Bloch eigenfunctions take the analytic form,(eq.2.31 and eq.2.32) for
this simple case, we can perform the infinite summation as eq. (2.26), and get the







2E according to our dimensionless units. To avoid confusion, with
dimensions we define k˜ =
√
2m∗E˜
~2 . Note that we call this result R
exact(E,L, L).
We plot the value of the exact R-matrix as a function of the energy in the figure
(2.3).
We can see that at some energies, the R-matrix diverges. By looking at this
graph and the list of eigenvalues of the interior region Bloch eigenfunctions ( list
of (2j−1
2
)2pi2 which are 1.23, 11.10, 30.84...etc), we find that these divergences occur
when the scattering energy equals to one of the eigenenergies of the interior scattering
region. The scattering energies which are equal to the Bloch eigenenergies (where the
R-matrix diverges) are normally called the R-matrix poles. In the next section we
calculate the Bloch eigenfunctions numerically with variational basis functions.
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Figure 2.3: The exact R-matrix for the closed tube problem, Rexact(E,L,L) = |ΨE(L)〉d
dx
|ΨE(L)〉
as a function of the scattering energy. The R-matrix diverges at R-matrix poles. R-matrix
poles are the scattering energies which equal to one of the Bloch eigenenergies of the interior
region A.
Variational Approach
Here we explain the variational R-matrix theory, one of the main parts of this the-
sis. In the variational approach, we do not solve for the exact Bloch eigenfunctions.
Instead the Bloch eigenfunctions are expanded in terms of a variational basis set.
What is this variational basis set? The important thing about the variational basis
functions is that they do not obey any particular conditions on the soft boundaries.
They only satisfy the physical hard wall boundary conditions.









to expand the Bloch eigenfunctions |φj〉, where λ is larger than the width of the
interior region, L. Figure (2.4) shows the boundary conditions of the variational
basis functions and of the logarithmic derivative (Wigner-Eisenbud) basis functions.
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This figure shows that the Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions has a zero derivative
where as the variational basis functions have arbitrary derivative on the boundary.
Since the scattering wave function does not obey any particular condition on the
boundary, the variational basis functions make a better set to expand the scattering
wave function.
Figure 2.4: A diagram of exact WE basis functions (upper) and the variational basis
functions (lower) in the interior region of the closed tube. Note that the WE wave functions
have a particular boundary conditions while the variational basis functions have different
values and different derivatives on the soft boundary.
This variational basis set is not orthogonal in the interior region. However we
choose λ > L so that these functions are complete inside the interior region. Since
this is not an orthogonal set, we have to find the eigenfunctions of the interior region
Bloch Hamiltonian with these basis functions as a generalized eigenvalue problem.
The process is slower than diagonalizing the Bloch Hamiltonian with an orthogonal
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basis set, however we get better solutions for the extra effort.
The Generalized Eigenvalue Problem
Below we explain the generalized eigenvalue problem that we solve to obtain the
Bloch eigenfunctions in terms of the nonorthogonal variational basis function as in
eq. (2.35). The Bloch Hamiltonian has the form,
HB = H0 + L. (2.36)
We need to find |φj〉 and Ej such that,
〈φj|HB − Ej |φj〉 = 0. (2.37)





Using equations (2.37) and (2.38), we get a generalized eigenvalue equation as,∑
a,a′
O−1
a,a′Ha′ ,a′′ dj,a′′ − Ej dj,a = 0, (2.39)
whereHa′ ,a′′ = 〈ηa′ |HB |ηa′′ 〉 and Oa′ ,a = 〈ηa′ |ηa〉. This equation can be solved for the
expansion coefficients dj,a’s and the eigenvalues Ej’s. With this expansion coefficients,












Ej − E . (2.40)
Here we call the R-matrix as Rvar(E,L, L).
In the next section we compare the values we obtained for the R-matrix in the
three methods as explained by eq. (2.33), eq. (2.34) and eq. (2.40).
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Convergence of R-matrix elements: Exact Result, Wigner-Eisenbud Ap-
proach and Variational Approach
We have discussed different methods to calculate the R-matrix element for the one-
dimensional closed tube problem according to the equations 2.34 (exact result) , 2.33
(Wigner-Eisenbud result), and 2.40 (variational approach). We now calculate it as
a function of the number of basis functions in the latter two cases and compare the
result with the first. These answers depend upon how many basis functions we use in
the calculation and we plot the result as a function of the number of basis functions
used in the calculation. The result is shown in the figure (2.5).
The straight line is the exact value for the R-matrix, Rexact(E,L, L). Since it is
calculated by doing the infinite summation analytically, it does not depend on the
number of basis functions. The solid dots are the Rvar(E,L, L), the value of the
R-matrix calculated by the variational basis functions and the open dots are the
RWE(E,L, L), the value of the R-matrix calculated by the Wigner-Eisenbud basis
functions.
This result shows that Rvar(E,L, L) reaches the exact value with far fewer basis
functions when compared to the RWE(E,L, L). From such results, we conclude that
the variational basis functions works better in the R-matrix calculation when com-
pared to the Wigner-Eisenbud basis. We further use these two methods to calculate
the transmission coefficients in the following section.
2.3.2 Calculation of the Transmission Coefficients
In the previous section, we calculated the R-matrix elements for the closed tube
problem. In this section, we calculate the transmission coefficients for the electron
using the R-matrix elements.
As we have discussed, the R-matrix equation (eq.2.23) gives an expression for
the scattering wave function |ΨE(x)〉, inside the interior region. We use that to find
the transmission coefficients in the leads. The concept here is that in order to get
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Figure 2.5: Graph of the R matrix as a function of the number of basis functions used in the
calculation of electron scattering in a closed tube. We have only one soft boundary so there
is only one R matrix element. In this problem R- matrix element relates to the scattering
wave function as, R(E,L,L) = Ψd
dx
Ψ
. The value is evaluated at energy E = 100 × ~2
m∗a2 .
Solid dots are the result obtained by variational basis functions and the open dots are the
result obtained by using the Wigner-Eisenbud (logarithmic derivative) basis functions. The
straight line is the exact result. This typical case shows that the variational basis functions
achieves faster convergence when compared to the Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions.
the information in the leads, we apply the R-matrix formula on the soft boundaries
which are common to both the leads and the interior region. We consider a plane wave
incident from the right (x ≥ 0) traveling to the left. There will also be a reflected
wave for (x ≥ 0) traveling to the right. Because of the hard wall at x = 0, there is no
transmitted wave: |ΨE(x)〉 = 0 for x ≤ 0. We define the wave number corresponding
to kinetic energy E ≥ 0 as k = √2E.
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With this, we can write the scattering wave function in the leads as,
|ΨE(x)〉 = ω−(E, x) + ρ(E) ω+(E, x) x ≥ 0
= 0 x ≤ 0, (2.42)
Figure 2.6: Graph of the reflection amplitude of the electron as a function of the number of
basis functions used in the calculation of scattering in a closed tube as evaluated at energy
E = 100× ~2
m∗a2 . Solid dots are the result obtained by variational basis and open dots are
the result obtained by using the Wigner-Eisenbud basis. The straight line is the exact result
(reflection amplitude = -1). This result shows that the variational basis functions achieves
faster convergence when compared to the Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions confirming the
conclusion made in section (2.3.1).
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where ρ is the reflection amplitude. Substituting this form of the wave function in
the R-matrix equation (eq.2.23), doing some algebra, we get,
ρ = −e−2ikL
[




This equation correctly implies the unit reflection coefficient (|ρ|2 = 1) of electrons
as we expected. Also for this problem we expect the reflection amplitude, ρ = −1.
Note that the negative sign is for the phase change due to the reflection. We calculate
this answer using the R-matrix value and compare the answers obtained by variational
basis functions and the Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions. The result is shown in the
figure (2.6).
This graph again shows that the reflection amplitude converges to the exact answer
with a small number of basis functions, compared to the Wigner-Eisenbud basis
functions confirming our conclusion in the previous section, that the variational basis
functions work better than the Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions in the R-matrix
calculation.
2.4 Application of the R-Matrix Theory to Elec-
tron Transmission Through an Open Tube
We learned about the R-matrix theory in devices and the advantage of using the
variational RMT in the previous section. For electron scattering in a closed tube
(2.3), we have only one soft boundary so that the R-matrix is a single value or a 1×1
matrix.
In this section, we simply extend the theory for electrons scattering through an
open tube. We do this to demonstrate the technique in a case that is more relevant
to device physics, where the R-matrix is really a matrix rather than a single number.
This problem will help understanding the more complicated 2-dimensional scattering
problem in chapter (3). We explain the calculation in detail only when it differs from
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Figure 2.7: A schematic diagram of an open tube for the R-matrix theory calculation.
We artificially divide the tube into three regions, regions I, II, and III. Electrons are
injected from region I. Supposing that electrons undergo scattering in region II, we seek
the transmission coefficient in regions I and III. The answer is known for this problem:
The transmission coefficient is 0 in region I and the transmission coefficient is 1 in region
III. We look at the convergence of this result as a function of number of basis functions
used in calculating the R-matrix elements, in order to study the convergence.
the closed tube case, otherwise we show the results. A schematic diagram for the
open tube calculation is given in the figure (2.7).
We assume an imaginary interior scattering region, (−L/2 < x < L/2) as shown
in the fig. (2.7). We consider the problem in three regions,I, II, and III. Region I
and III are outgoing leads while region II is the interior scattering region. Electrons
are injected from the region I, and undergo scattering in region II. We seek the trans-
mission coefficient in regions I and III. Again this probelm has a straightforward
answer: The electron will transmit to the region III with a transmission coefficent
1 and there is no transmission to the region I. We solve this problem with the R
matrix theory to demonstrate the technique in detail.
2.4.1 Calculation of the R-matrix Elements
The interior scattering region is the shaded region in fig. (2.7). The exact Bloch
























x j = 2, 4, .....




j = 1, 2, 3...... (2.45)
According to eq. (2.26), the value of the R-matrix depends on two points in the sys-
tem, sq and sp. In the one-dimensional open tube problem, we have two boundaries,
in that sq and sp can be either ±L/2. That is we have 4 possible R-matrix elements.
In particular those are, R(E,+L/2,+L/2), R(E,+L/2,−L/2), R(E,−L/2,+L/2)
and R(E,−L/2,−L/2). We use shorthand notation to denote them as, RE(+,+),
RE(+,−), RE(−,+) and RE(−,−) respectively.
In the convergence study, we consider only one of these R-matrix elements, RE(+,+),







Ej − E . (2.46)
Using the exact Bloch eigenfunctions and Bloch eigenvalues, (eq. 2.44 and 2.45), and
performing the infinite summation over j analytically, RE(+,+) reduces to,
RexactE (+,+) =






Convergence of R-Matrix Elements : Exact Result, Wigner-Eisenbud Re-
sult and Variational Result
We calculate RexactE (+,+), R
WE
E (+,+) and R
var
E (+,+) as a function of the number of
basis functions as shown in the graph (fig.2.8). The corresponding equations for the
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case of a closed tube can be found at eq. (2.33),eq. (2.34), and eq. (2.40). We do
not describe those equations in detail here.
Figure 2.8: Graph of the R-matrix, RE(+,+) at energy, E = 100× ~2m∗a2 as a function of
the number of basis functions used in the calculation. Solid dots are the result obtained
by variational basis functions, open dots are the result obtained by using the logarithmic
derivative boundary conditions. This graph shows that the variational basis functions give
a faster convergence in the R-matrix calculation as we concluded in the section (2.3).
This graph shows that variational basis functions give faster convergence than the
Wigner-Eisenbud basis function. We further use these two types of basis functions to
calculate the transmission coefficients of an electron being transmitted through the
open tube.
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2.4.2 Calculation of the Transmission Coefficients
In the previous section we have calculated the R-matrix elements for the open tube
problem. In this section, we need to calculate the transmission coefficients for the
electron using the R-matrix elements. This calculation is different from the calculation
done in the closed tube problem since the open tube problem has two soft boundaries.
This calculation shows how the technique changes from a spherical problem to a non
-spherical problem.
We consider a plane wave incident from region I (x ≤ 0) traveling to the right.
Those electrons undergo scattering in the region II and electrons will transmit to the
region III and reflect back to the region I. We define the wave number corresponding












The scattering wave function in those two leads can be written as,
|ΨE〉 = ω+(E, x) + ρ(E)ω−(E, x); Region I (2.49)
= τ(E)ω+(E, x); Region III, (2.50)
where ρ(E) is the reflection amplitude and τ(E) is the transmission amplitude. We
expect the solution to be
ρ(E) = 0
τ(E) = 1 (2.51)
We apply the R matrix equation (eq.2.23) on the boundaries at x = −L/2 and







Notice that we get a term for the Bloch operator at each boundary. The negative sign
in the second term is because at the x = −L/2 boundary, the perpendicular-norm
points to the negative direction.
We will consider the R-matrix equation at the two boundaries, x = −L/2 and
x = −L/2 as,
Ψ(x = −L/2) = RE(−,+) ∂
∂x
|Ψ(x = L/2)〉 −RE(−,−) ∂
∂x
|Ψ(x = −L/2)〉
Ψ(x = +L/2) = RE(+,+)
∂
∂x




Now we write the scattering wave function |Ψ〉 and its derivative using eq. (2.49).
Figure 2.9: A graph of transmission amplitude of the electron as a function of the number
of basis functions used in the calculation in the open tube problem as evaluated at the
energy E = 100 × ~2
m∗a2 . Solid dots are the result obtained by variational basis functions
and the open dots are the result obtained by WE basis functions. The straight line is the
exact result.
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This will lead to two equations and two unknowns which can be written in the matrix










which can be solved for the unknown scattering amplitudes τ and ρ. Note the differ-
ence of eq. (2.54) from the eq. (2.43). When we have more boundaries, the equations
get a little complicated. However, the concepts remain the same. We calculate ρ
and τ using the R-matrix elements calculated from different methods. The values
obtained for the transmission coefficient, |ρ|2 is plotted in the figure (2.9). The result
again confirm our conclusion that the variational approach is better in the R-matrix
calculation.
In the next section we investigate the reasons for the faster convergence when
using the variational basis functions.
2.5 Convergence Studies of the Variational R-Matrix
Theory
According to the results obtained for the electron scattering in a closed tube (sec.2.3)
and in an open tube (sec.2.4), we found that the variational basis functions give a
faster convergence. In this section, we investigate possible reasons for this faster
convergence.
When we calculate Bloch eigenfunctions we have to truncate the Hilbert space.
We first diagonalize the Bloch Hamiltonian in Nmax, the number of basis functions. In
the Wigner-Eisenbud calculation, the Bloch Hamiltonian is diagonal since WE basis
functions are the solutions of that Hamiltonian. However, the Bloch Hamiltonian is
a full matrix for the variational calculation.
When we do the summation over eigenfunctions as in eq. (2.26), we do the sum-
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Figure 2.10: The value of the R matrix, RE(+,+) as a function of the number of eigen-
functions used in the summations. The straight line is the exact result. Solid dots are
the result obtained using the variational basis functions and the open dots are the result
obtained using the WE functions. In this calculation, the Hilbert space consists of only 12
basis functions and the electron scattering energy is 100 in dimensionless units.
mation as a function of the quantum number j. The result is plotted in fig. (2.10). In
this result, we have diagonalized the Bloch Hamiltonian in 12 basis functions. For the
plotted result, (fig.2.10) the electron scattering energy E = 100 in the dimensionless
units (eq.2.8). The solid dots are the result obtained in the variational calculation
and the open dots are the result obtained in the Wigner-Eisenbud calculation.
The graph (fig.2.10) shows some interesting behavior. There are two main features
one observes in this graph.
• There is a significant dip when there are 4 basis functions included in the sum-
mation. This feature is common to both the variational approach and the
Wigner-Eisenbud approach.
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• There is a non-uniform behavior in the convergence in the variational basis
function calculations; The answer suddenly jumps to the exact value when we
include the last eigenfunctions in the summation.
The first feature, a dip in the convergence result, can be explained as follows. We
will consider the first few eigenvalues of the interior region (Table 2.1).
The Quantum Number Eigenvalue









Table 2.1: The eigen-energies Ej of the interior scattering region for different quantum
number j for the open tube problem.
The scattering energy for our calculation is E = 100. According to the equation
(2.26), the largest contributions to the R-matrix come from those eigenfunctions which
have the eigenvalues close to the scattering energy. In this particular calculation, the
scattering energy is close to the eigenenergy of the 5th and the 6th eigenfunctions.
That is why the result start to converge to the exact value only after we include the
5th eigenstate.
The second feature is that the convergence is not uniform: the last eigenfunctions
in the summation put the value at the exact answer. One might conclude that this
feature is unique to the number of basis function we used in this calculation. We find
that this is not a feature that depends on the number of basis functions used in the
calculation. In order to demonstrate this statement, we show a similar graph (in fig.
2.11) which was obtained using 10 basis functions in the calculation.
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Figure 2.11: The value of the R matrix, RE(+,+) as a function of the number of basis
functions used in the summations. The straight line is the exact result. Solid dots are
the result obtained using the variational basis functions and the open dots are the result
obtained using the WE functions. In this calculation, the Hilbert space consists of only
10 basis functions and the electron scattering energy is 100 in dimensionless units. The
features are the same as the features we observed in the graph (fig.2.10) confirming that
this feature is independent of the number of basis functions.
This graph shows the same dip at the 4th eigenenergy and the same kind of
nonuniform behavior as we observed with 12 basis functions. It demonstrates that
this behavior is common to all the variational calculations, the last elements of the
basis put the value exactly at the right answer. This nonuniform feature of the
convergence does not have a deep mathematical explanation yet.
According to the above results, a reasonable question to ask is if this faster con-
vergence of the variational RMT occurs only at particular energies. We calculate the
R-matrix, RE(+,+) for the open tube by the two methods as a function of energy.
We use 10 basis functions in this study. The figure (2.12) is a plot of the relative
error, (RnumericE − RexactE )/RexactE as a function of the energy, E. The solids dots are
the values obtained for the variational calculation and the open dots are the values
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Figure 2.12: Variation of the relative error of RE(+,+) as a function of scattering energy
for both the variational and the Wigner-Eisenbud calculation. Solid dots are for the varia-
tional calculation and the open dots are for the WE calculation. The dotted straight lines
are the Bloch eigen energies.
obtained in the Wigner-Eisenbud calculation. The dotted straight lines are the Bloch
eigenenergies. This result shows that the variational calculation has a small error at
all the energies, the WE calculation has a large error at most energies, and the WE
answer is exact when the scattering energy, E equals to one of the Bloch eigenener-
gies. We explain this as follows. The failure of the Wigner-Eisenbud method is that
those basis functions have a zero slope where as the scattering wave function does
not have any particular condition at the boundaries. However if you think about the
one-dimensional R-matrix equation (2.23) the R-matrix is inversely proportional to
the logarithmic derivative of the scattering wave function. So Wigner-Eisenbud basis
functions do satisfy the boundary conditions for the scattering wave function when
the scattering energy equals to the Bloch eigenenergy. That is why we get converged
results using the WE basis functions only when the scattering energy equals to one
of the Bloch eigenenergies.
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2.6 Conclusion
To conclude this chapter,
• We have improved the existing R-matrix theory calculation in device physics
by using the variational approach to achieve faster convergence,
• We have applied this variational R-matrix technique to electron scattering in
one dimensional problems and demonstrated that the variational technique gives
a faster convergence
• We observed the non-uniform behavior of this faster convergence of the varia-
tional R-matrix theory, however a deep mathematical explanation for this non-
uniform convergence is not yet clear.
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Chapter 3
2-Dimensional R Matrix Formula
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, (2), we discussed the basic concepts of the R-matrix theory.
We applied the technique to one-dimensional devices and demonstrated the advantage
of using the variational basis functions in the R-matrix calculation.
We also discussed the possibility of making different structures in a two-dimensional
system. Therefore it is important to know how to apply the variational RMT in a
two-dimensional device with many leads. As we learned from the one-dimensional
calculation, (sec.2.3 and sec.2.4), when the system geometry becomes complicated
the R-matrix gets larger and the calculation becomes little involved. Thus it is very
important to have a generalized formula with a systematic notation.
According to eq. (2.23), the R-matrix elements depend on two points, sq and sp
on the soft boundaries. In the one-dimensional case, the soft boundaries are points.
These soft boundaries are surfaces in two-dimensional devices. In applications to
atomic and molecular systems, where the soft boundaries are always a spherical sur-
face, this is a minor complication. Unlike the atomic and molecular problems, device
problems will typically have several leads. Thus the boundary of the interior region
consists of several segments of surfaces some of which are impenetrable walls (hard
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walls) and others open to leads (soft boundaries). We symbolically represent them as
S = Sw + So, (3.1)
where Sw are the hard walls and So are the open or soft boundaries. There are number





where p denotes the lead.
There is another complication in the two-dimensional problem. The two-dimensional
leads add an extra degree of freedom since the electron can occupy in different sub-
bands depending on the total energy. During the scattering, electron can change
its subband index. In atomic physics such a transition would be called “inelastic”
even though in our case the total energy is conserved. The electron can gain or lose
longitudinal kinetic energy by changing the subband state.
Due to this complication of the problem, it is necessary to devise a general formula
which can be used for devices with different geometries. Though the concept is the
same as in the one-dimensional theory, more systematic notation is required when
adding extra degrees of freedom.
When we consider the transmission coefficients of electrons from one lead to an-
other, how many fundamental quantities do we need to calculate? To answer that
question, we need to define the incoming state of electrons. How many quantum num-
bers are required to define the state? How many of these quantum numbers can be
changed due to the scattering? We need to calculate the probability of each of these
scattering events. The matrix which contains all the information of the probabilities
is called the scattering matrix. In this chapter, we generate a formula to calculate the
scattering matrix for a two-dimensional device with an application to the scattering
of electrons in a T-junction device (fig.3.1). Our formula is generic that it can be used
to a device with many number of leads. We discuss the application of this formula to
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a plus junction device (fig.3.6) in section (3.4). Finally we discuss the convergence of
the 2-dimensional RMT with the T-junction results.
3.2 R-Matrix Formula for a T-Junction Device
We consider electrons traveling in a T-shaped device. Electrons are injected from the
lead 1 (input lead) and scattered in the interior region. We seek the transmission
coefficients in the lead 1 (reflection), lead 2 (sidearm) and the lead 3 (forward lead).
Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram of a T-junction device for the two-dimensional R-matrix
formula calculation. Electrons are injected from the lead 1. We seek the transmission
amplitudes in lead 1 (reflection), lead 2 and the lead 3.
First we define some notations to explain the device geometry and the electron
state. We define a local coordinate system for each lead and we assume that each
lead has a Cartesian symmetry (fig.3.1). Each of these coordinate system is explained
by two orthogonal coordinates (xp, yp) where xp is the longitudinal coordinate and
yp is the transverse coordinate. We choose xp = 0 where the leads meet the interior
region (on the soft boundaries). Another set of coordinates is chosen for the interior
scattering region. For the T-junction device, we choose the (x, y) coordinate system
for the interior region as shown in the figure.
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As explained in the previous chapter, the idea of the RMT is to divide the sys-
tem into parts, the outgoing leads and the interior scattering region. We solve the
Schrodinger equation in these two parts and match them on the soft boundaries to
calculate the transmission coefficients. In the following sections we consider these two
types of solutions and explain how to calculate the scattering matrix.
3.2.1 Lead Solution
In general there are several leads in the device. We denote the leads by the index
p = 1, 2, . . . , N where N is the total number of leads. We denote the lead, where
the electrons are injected from, as p = p0. For the present problem, we consider the
electrons injected from the lead 1 that p0 = 1 and there are 3 leads that N = 3. Each
of these pth leads has transverse quantum channels, np = 1, 2, . . .. We assume that the
potential V = 0 inside the device, although that is not essential to the calculation.
The hard walls confine electrons to the system though the exact confining potential in
an experimental device may be less abrupt. The potential energy in the longitudinal
direction is a constant which we choose to be zero. Now the longitudinal wave function
in the leads are traveling waves whereas the transverse wave functions are infinite well
wave functions.
Depending on the energy of the incoming electron, these transverse channels will
be open (current carrying) or closed (evanescent) states. This can be determined by
the energy consideration as follows. The longitudinal and the transverse energies of
the electron in lead p can be obtained by the relation,
E = p,np + Ep,np , (3.3)
where E is the total energy, p,np is the transverse energy and Ep,np is the longitudinal
energy of the nthp subband. The wave vector of the electron occupy in the n
th
p subband






Note that we are using the dimensionless units that all the lengths are measured by
a characteristic length of the system which we choose to be the width of the lead
where the electrons are injected from, wp0 . The energy is scaled by ~2/m∗w2p0 thus





where wp is the width of the p
th lead in terms of wp0 . For the open channels the
wave vector, kp,np is real and for the closed channels, the wave vector is imaginary.
For the real wave vectors, if kp,np is positive (+), it is a scattering electron (traveling
away from the interior region) and if kp,np is negative (−), it is an incident electron
(traveling towards the scattering region). We need three quantum numbers to specify
an electron in a lead which we will denote by (p, np, kp,np). With these quantum
numbers, we can write the lead eigenfunctions in the qth lead as,
∣∣ηp,np(xp, yp)〉 = ∣∣χp,np(yp)〉 eikp,npxp . (3.6)
Here









With the lead eigenfunctions, we can define the asymptotic behavior of the electron.
The asymptotic states are defined at a position sufficiently far from the boundary
between the lead and the scattering region that all the evanescent waves in the lead
have effectively decayed to zero. These asymptotic states carry all the information
about the scattering state.
We can expand the asymptotic form of the scattering wave function in the qth
lead as,




∣∣χq,nq(yq)〉 eikq,nqxq . (3.8)
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This is the asymptotic state of the wave function in the qth lead for an electron in-
jected to the device from the nthp0 subband in the p
th
0 lead. The first term in this
equation is the incident electron wave function. The sum in the second term contains
the scattering wave functions. At the scattering energy E, there are N qopen(E) number
of open channels in the qth lead. Our goal is to calculate the scattering amplitudes,
τ q,p0nq ,np0 which is used to calculate the transmission coefficients. These transmission co-
efficients make the scattering matrix of the system. It should be noted that |τ q,p0nq ,np0 |2
does not give the transmission coefficient since we have not normalized the incident
electron wave to unit flux. We calculate the transmission coefficient from the scat-
tering amplitudes τ q,p0nq ,np0 as,
T q,p0nq ,np0 =
kq,nq
kp0,np0
|τ q,p0nq ,np0 |
2, (3.9)
where the denominator is proportional to the incoming flux and the numerator is
proportional to the scattering flux. The proportionality constants in the numerator
and the denominator are equal to each other and cancel from the equation. The
quantity T q,p0nq ,np0 is the probability that the electron from the nthp0 subband of the pth0
lead to transmit to the nthq subband of the q




T q,p0nq ,np0 . (3.10)
Since each element of the τ matrix in equation (3.8) corresponds to an open channel,
the dimension of the S matrix is determined by the total number of open subbands





We calculate the number of open channels in the pth lead using the condition, the
wave vector kp,np has to be real by using the equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) as,








In equation (3.8), we have a finite number of basis functions. However, when we
do the expansion we should include an infinite number of transverse functions which
means the dimension of the τ matrix is infinite. However, for practical purposes,
we truncate the summation at a finite value, Nmax, so the τ matrix is finite. The S
matrix is a Nopen × Nopen subset of the τ matrix. Even though all the elements in
the τ matrix do not have a physical meaning, the elements of the S matrix gives the
transmission coefficients of the system. In this calculation, one should use enough
basis functions to achieve convergence to a desired precision and get only the open
channels to calculate the physical S matrix. This issue is addressed in detail in the
implementation section (3.2.3).
3.2.2 R-Matrix Formula and the Interior Region Problem




|φj(xq, yq)〉 〈φj(xp, yp)|
Ej − E LB
∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xpyp)〉 . (3.13)
The notation remains the same as in the one-dimensional formula (eq.2.23), however
now we have two coordinates to describe the system. Here the |φj(x, y)〉, the Bloch
eigenfunctions are solutions to the equation,
HB |φj(x, y)〉 = Ej |φj(x, y)〉 , (3.14)
where the Bloch Hamiltonian, HB = −12(∇2x +∇2y) + LB.
First we have to identify the Bloch operator, LB of the system. In the T-junction
device we have three boundaries which we denote as S1, S2 and S3. For the T-junction
device, w1 = w3. Following the equation (2.16), we can write the Bloch operator for
this system as,


















The interior region Bloch Hamiltonian HB is separable in x and y coordinates and
|φj(x, y)〉 takes an analytic form. We discuss the form of these Bloch eigenfunctions in
the implementation section (3.2.3). Now the scattering wave function in the interior
region relates to the R matrix as,∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xq, yq)〉 =∑
p
R(E;xq, yq;xp, yp)∇
∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xp, yp)〉 . (3.16)
The R-matrix is,





|φj(xq, yq)〉 〈φj(xp, yp)|
Ej − E . (3.17)
This equation is valid only for the interior scattering region. The point sq = (xq, yq)
can be any where inside the scattering region and the point sp = (xp, yp) lies on the
boundaries of the interior region as it is forced by the Bloch operator.
We need to determine the elements of the scattering matrix (scattering amplitudes,
τ q,p0nq ,np0 ) in the leads using the equation (3.16). We use eq. (3.16) to write down the
scattering wave function on the boundary of the interior region. That is, we choose
sq to lie on a soft boundary which is common to both the q
th lead and the interior
scattering region where the scattering wave function
∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0〉 can also be written as
eq. (3.8).
On all the soft boundaries the value of the longitudinal coordinate xq = 0. This
simplifies the R-matrix equation as,∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xq = 0, yq)〉 =∑
p
R(E;xq = 0, yq;xp = 0, yp)∇
∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xp = 0, yp)〉 , (3.18)
where R-matrix is given by,





|φj(xq = 0, yq〉 〈φj(xp = 0, yp|
Ej − E . (3.19)
On the soft boundaries, the expansion of the scattering wave function (eq.3.8) reduces
to,
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In this case the summation runs from nq = 1 to Nq. As we have discussed earlier,
only the open channels will contribute to the S matrix, however we include a number
of evanescent channels as required for numerical convergence.
Note that our choice of coordinates is facilitated by the fact that, on the soft
boundaries where we apply the R-matrix equation, the longitudinal coordinate, xq =
0, hence all the complex harmonic wave factors disappear from the equation.
At the boundary sq, the normal derivative of the scattering wave function is,
∇







Now we can plug this form of the scattering wave function (eq.3.20) and its normal
derivative (eq.3.21) in the R-matrix equation (eq.3.18). This was the same in the
one-dimensional case. However in the two-dimensional system, since we have the
transverse degree of freedom, sq is not a value on a particular boundary but a function
of the transverse coordinate yq. To overcome this problem, we project the scattering
wave function and the interior region eigenfunctions on to the transverse state vector∣∣χq,nq(yq)〉 in the particular lead, q. We write the R matrix in terms of the transverse
state vector,
∣∣χq,nq(yq)〉.













Ej − E , (3.22)
where,
γj,q,nq = 〈φj(x, y)
∣∣χq,nq(yq)〉 . (3.23)
We project the scattering wave function and its derivative on to the transverse state
vector as, 〈
χq,nq(yq)




∣∣∣∇Ψq,p0E,np0〉 = −ikq,nqδq,p0δnq ,np0 + ikq,nqτ q,p0nq ,np0 (3.25)
We can write the scattering wave function on the qth boundary with the projected R












Ej − E ∇
∣∣∣Ψp,p0E,np0 (xp = 0, yp)〉 .
(3.26)
This can be projected on to the transverse state vector as,
〈
χq,nq(yq)












∣∣∇ ∣∣∣Ψp,p0E,np0 (xp = 0, yp)〉 .
(3.27)
Plugging the projection of the scattering wave function and its derivative in the
















−ikp,npδp,p0δnp,np0 + ikp,npτ p,p0np,np0
)
(3.28)
We write this equation as,




















Ej − E . (3.30)
Equation (3.29) gives a set of linear equations which can be solved for the unknown
scattering amplitudes, τ q,p0nq ,np0 . There are different ways to calculate the elements ofM
matrix. We can follow the conventional R-matrix theory or we can use the variational
R-matrix theory. We discuss these two methods with the implementation to the T-
junction device. After explaining the variational and conventional R-matrix theory
using the T-junction device we show the results and discuss the faster convergence of
the variational R-matrix theory.
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Note that even though we use the T-junction to explain some of the details of
the above calculation, the equation (3.29) does not have any notation specific to the
T-junction device. That is the equation (3.29) can be used to calculate the scattering
amplitudes of electron in a device with many leads. In section (3.4), we use the
same equation to calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in a
plus-junction device.
3.2.3 Implementation of the Device R-Matrix Formula for a
T Junction Device
In order to calculate the scattering amplitudes, τ q,p0nq ,np0 , we need to simultaneously
solve the set of equations given by eq. (3.29). It requires the quantities γj,p,np for
each of the pth leads as defined by equation (3.23). Those are the projection integrals
of the Bloch eigenfunctions, |φj〉 at the boundary p on to the transverse state vector,∣∣χp,np〉. We need to find out the Bloch eigenfunctions and then do the projection. The
Bloch operator L is given by eq. (3.15). The Bloch eigenfunctions are the solutions
to the equation (3.14). The Bloch Hamiltonian is separable in x and y coordinates
that we need to solve for,
HBx |φxn(x)〉 = En |φxn(x)〉
HBy |φym(y)〉 = Em |φym(y)〉 (3.31)
In the following three subsections we explain different approaches to calculate these
γj,p,np values.
Bloch Eigenfunctions from Wigner-Eisenbud Method
For the T-junction problem Bloch eigenfunctions take an analytic form. The x and y
dependent Hamiltonians are similar to the closed tube (2.3) and the open tube (2.4)
problems we discussed in chapter (2). We here repeat the form of these functions.
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n = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . . (3.34)
Here w2 is the width of the lead 2 (sidearm). Now the y dependent Bloch eigenfunc-














where w1 is the width if the lead 1. The total eigenfunctions are |φn,m(x, y)〉 =
|φxn(x)〉 × |φym(y)〉 with the eigenvalues En,m = En + Em. With these values, we
calculate the projection of the Bloch eigenfunctions to the transverse state vectors
γj,p,np .
Variational R-matrix Theory
As explained in the previous chapter, we use a set of variational basis functions to




dn,m,a,b |ηa(x)〉 |ζb(y)〉 , (3.37)
which is analogous to the one-dimensional equation (2.38). We solve the generalized
eigenvalue problem (eq.2.39) to find out the expansion coefficients, dn,m,a,b. Then we
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can calculate the required quantities γj,p,np . We use a variational functions as follows.




















x for a = 2, 4, . . . ,
(3.39)









The Bloch eigenfunctions obtain from this method are approximate solutions to the
equation (3.14). We also calculate the corresponding approximate eigenenergies.
An Alternate Approach
Here we present an alternative approach to calculate the R-matrix elements. We start
with the equation (2.19),
∣∣ΨE,np0 (x, y)〉 = GBL ∣∣ΨE,np0 (x, y)〉 , (3.41)
where we have defined,
GB = (H + L − E)−1 . (3.42)
We now insert a unit operator ~1 =
∑







|ψj(x, y)〉 GBj,j′ (E)
〈
ψj′ (x, y)
∣∣L ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 . (3.43)
where ψj(x, y) is a complete set of basis functions defined in the interior region. We
consider this equation on the qth boundary where the longitudinal coordinate xq = 0
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and then project the wave function on to the transverse state vector,
∣∣χq,nq(yq)〉 as,〈
χq,nq(yq)








∣∣ ψj〉 GBj,j′ (E) 〈ψj| χp,np(yp)〉
〈
χp,np(yp)
∣∣ LΨp,p0E,np0〉 . (3.44)
By defining
〈











∣∣∇ Ψp,p0E,np0 (xp = 0, yp)〉 .
(3.45)






βj,q,nqGBj,j′ (E)β?j,p,np , (3.46)
where the matrix for the Green’s operator is evaluated in the basis |ψj(x, y)〉. If we







Ej − E |φj〉 =
1
Ej − E δj,j
′ . (3.47)
It recovers the previous result (eq.3.22). Now this equation is similar to the eq. (3.29)
which can be solved for the unknown transmission coefficients τ q,p0q,nq . The advantage of
calculating the R-matrix elements (or the M matrix elements) from equation (3.46)
is that we do not need to solve for the Bloch eigenenergies.
For the T-junction problem, we follow this alternative method. The M-matrix
elements are calculated according to the equation (3.46) and then we solve the set of
linear equations (3.29) to calculate the transmission coefficients of the system. We
have chosen the variational basis set as,
ψj(x, y) = ηa(x)ζb(y). (3.48)
The form of these variational basis functions is given in the previous section (eq.C.4).
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It is important to note that these variational basis functions are not orthogonal
inside the interior region even though they are complete. When we put the basis
functions in the Green’s operator, we have to make them orthogonal by the Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalization, or else the Green’s operator takes the form GB
j,j′ = HBj,j′−
EOj,j′ where Oj,j′ = 〈ψj
∣∣ψj′〉 is the overlap matrix. In the variational method,
this second method is more effective in that we do not need to explicitly solve the
generalized eigenvalue problem (eq.2.39) and we do not have to keep track with the
eigenvalues.
In the results section (3.3), we show the values of the transmission coefficients for
a range of energy. We study the convergence of these results as a function of the
number of basis functions used in the calculation. The behavior is studied for both
the variational and Wigner-Eisenbud calculations. When doing the projection on to
the transverse state vector, we have to choose how many transverse state functions we
use. In performing the summation in the equation (3.29), we truncate the summation
at a finite value. In this calculation we have found that we need to include a number
of evanescent waves to achieve convergence. The number of transverse functions used
in this calculation, N should always be larger than the number of open channels
N qopen(E) at that energy. In our calculation we included 10 closed channels so that,
N = N qopen(E) + 10. (3.49)
However this number, 10 is not an optimized value. We simply wanted to make sure
that we have enough closed channels. Then our results will not depend on the closed
channels. We study the convergence of the result with respect to the number of basis
functions we used in the interior region calculation.
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3.3 Results of the Scattering of Electrons in the
T-junction Device
When we look at the transmission coefficients, there are several quantities one can
think of. The fundamental quantity is the transmission coefficient from a np0 sub-
band in the pth0 lead to a n
th
q subband in the q
th lead, T q,p0nqnp0 which can be calculated
according to the equation (3.9). We call this “the state to state transmission coef-
ficient”. However when we want to calculate most physical quantities, we have to
sum over all the output subbands nq. That is, the transmission coefficient from the
input subband np0 in the lead p0 to the output lead q equals
∑Nqopen(E)
nq
T q,p0nq ,np0 which
we call the “state to the lead transmission coefficient”. In order to calculate the most






T q,pnq ,np which we call the “lead to lead transmission
coefficient”. We denote this as Tqp. The transport properties depend on the lead to
Figure 3.2: Transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in the T junction device. The
electrons are injected from the lead 1. The plotted quantities are the lead to lead trans-
mission coefficient. The dotted lines are the threshold energies of the input lead. For this
device w1 = w2 = w3 = 1.
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Figure 3.3: A plot of the probability density of electrons traveling in a T-junction device.
The energy of the scattering electron, E = 26 in the dimensionless units.
lead transmission coefficient Tqp which appears in the Landauer equation (eq.1.12).
In the T-junction device we calculate the lead to lead transmission for an electron
injected from the lead 1 as shown in the figure (3.1). We show the result (fig.3.2)
obtained by 8 × 8 basis functions. In this case we used the variational parameter
λx = λy = 1.3. This result agrees with the result obtained by John L. Bohn[21] by
a different method. In the Bohn’s method, he added extra set of basis functions to
achieve faster convergence. Our method is easy to code and we need fewer number
of basis functions to achieve the convergence. Most importantly, our method is easy
to extend for more complicated geometries as we will discuss in the following chapter
(ch. 4).





τ q,p0nq ,np0 (E) = 1, (3.50)
for all energies.
The probability density for the electron traveling in the T-junction at energy,
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Figure 3.4: Graph of the lead to lead transmission coefficient T31, that is the transmission
coefficient of electron to the lead 3 when the electrons are injected from the lead 1. The
upper plot is the result obtained using the Wigner-Eisenbud (WE) basis functions and
the lower plot is the result obtained using the variational basis functions. In the WE
calculation the results are not converged even with 100 (10 × 10) basis functions. In this
variational calculation, there is no graphical difference between the 36 (6 × 6) calculation
and 100 (10×10) calculation which means that the result is converged with 36 (6×6) basis
functions. The dotted lines are the threshold energies for the incoming lead.
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Figure 3.5: The forward lead transmission coefficient calculated using the Wigner Eisenbud
(open dots) and the variational (solid dots) basis functions. In both the calculations, we
used 100 (10× 10) basis functions.
E = 26 is shown in the figure (3.3). The calculation parameters for obtaining this
plot is as same as that used in the fig.(3.2). Here the wave function is calculated in
different segments using the calculated τ q,p0nqnp0 quantities. Each of these segments are
plotted together. This diagram (fig.3.3) shows that the probabilities are conserved
confirming the accuracy of the technique.
Now we study the convergence of the result shown in the fig. (3.2). In the
convergence study, we compare the number of basis functions (nmax ×mmax), where
nmax is the number of horizontal basis functions and mmax is the number of vertical
basis functions used in the calculation. The transmission coefficients are calculated
for the forward lead using different numbers of basis functions in the interior region
calculation. We do the calculation with the Wigner-Eisenbud calculations and with
the variational basis functions. In the variational method, we used the variational
parameters as λx = λy = 1.3. The result is shown in the fig. (3.4). This result
shows that the variational calculation achieves the convergence with 36 (6× 6) basis
functions for most of the energies where as the Wigner-Eisenbud calculation does not
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achieve convergence even with 100 (10 × 10) basis functions. The dotted lines in
the figure are threshold energies of the incoming lead. We discuss more about this
convergence in the conclusion (sec.3.5).
In the figure (3.5) we plot the results obtained for the transmission coefficient to
the lead 3 calculated using the variational and Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions with
10 × 10 basis functions. It shows that both the results are converged to the same
answer. The results in the figure (3.4) shows that the variational basis functions are
surely a good set of basis functions to do the calculation. We discuss more about the
convergence results in the section (3.5)
3.4 R-Matrix Formula for a Plus-Junction
Figure 3.6: A schematic diagram for the plus junction device geometry. We calculate the
transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in this device.
As we have mentioned, the equation (3.29) is a common equation that we can
use for a device with any number of leads. We use the same formula to calculate
the electron scattering in the device sketched in the figure (3.6). The electrons are
injected from the lead “1”, undergo scattering in the square type scattering region
and we are looking for the transmission coefficients in all the 4 outgoing leads.
The only difference between this problem and the T-junction problem is the inte-
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Figure 3.7: Lead to lead transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in the plus junction
device (fig.3.6). Electrons are injected from the lead 1. For this device w1 = w2 = w3 =
w4 = 1.0.
rior region. The Bloch operator takes the form,


























We use a set of variational basis function and then diagonalize the Bloch Hamiltonian
for the interior region and find the Bloch eigenfunctions. Then we calculate the M
matrix elements and solve the resultant set of linear equations from (eq.3.29) for
the unknown transmission coefficients. In this calculation we used 8 × 8 variational
basis functions for the interior region calculation and 10 non-propagating modes as
described in the section (3.2.3). We study the case for a symmetric plus junction for
which all the leads are equal in width, however the codes are written for the general




We have devised a generic R-matrix formula for calculating the transmission coeffi-
cients of two-dimensional multi-lead devices. According to the convergence studies
of the T-junction results, the transmission coefficients achieved a faster convergence
with the variational basis functions. It is important to note that we achieve the con-
vergence with variational basis functions using 36 (6×6) basis functions where as the
Wigner-Eisenbud basis functions do not converge the result even with 100 (10× 10)
basis functions.
Recall that, in the one-dimensional RMT, we found that the Wigner-Eisenbud
Figure 3.8: State to state transmission coefficient of electrons traveling in the T-junction
device. Electrons are injected from n1 = 1 and transmit to n3 = 1. The solid straight
lines are the Bloch eigenenergies and the dotted lines are the threshold energies of the lead
1. The Wigner-Eisenbud result does not converge at every Bloch eigenenergy as in the
one-dimensional case.
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calculation does converge to the correct answer when the scattering energy equals to
the Bloch eigenenergies (fig.2.12). In the 2-dimensional case, we see the same sort of
behavior, the WE basis functions achieve convergence at certain scattering energies
but not at all the scattering energies like the variational approach. The question is do
these converging energies equal to the Bloch eigenenergies as in the one-dimensional
case?
We find that the quantity we should look at is the state to state transmission
coefficient, but not the state to lead or lead to lead transmission coefficient because
state to state transmission coefficient is the raw outcome of the R-matrix calculation.
We plot the state to state transmission coefficient, n1 = 1 in the lead 1 to the n2 = 1 in
the lead 3 in the T-junction device as shown in the figure (3.8). The solid straight lines
are the Bloch eigenenergies of the system where as the dotted straight lines are the
threshhold energies of the input lead. The result clearly shows that the convergence
of the WE calculation occurs at some Bloch eigenenergies but not at all the Bloch
eigenenergies. This is clear that unlike in the one-dimensional case not all the Bloch
eigenenergies have the correct symmetry as in the scattering wave function. Even
though the scattering wave function has the zero derivative boundary conditions at
the Bloch eigenenergies, it can have different symmetries than the Wigner-Eisenbud
basis functions. In the graph (fig.3.8), we mark arrows where we see the convergence
behavior in the Wigner-Eisenbud calculation. Those converged points correspond
to some Bloch eigenenergies (n,m) as marked in the figure. Here n and m are the
quantum numbers corresponding to the horizontal and vertical directions respectively.
According to these results, we conclude that when the quantum number of the Bloch
eigenenergy in the vertical directions is an odd number, we get maximum convergence





In the previous chapter (ch.3), we formulated a generalized R-matrix equation which
can be used to calculate the transmission coefficients of a multi-lead device. The
main requirement of RMT is to calculate the interior region Bloch eigenfunctions. At
the least, it is required to find a set of basis functions that satisfy the physical hard
wall boundary conditions of the interior scattering region. Then we can use either
the Green function equation (3.43) or directly diagonalize the Bloch Hamiltonian to
calculate the R-matrix elements. We have demonstrated the technique for calculating
the transmission coefficients of electrons in devices such as the T-junction and the
plus junction.
However due to some experimental settings and physical advantages, experimen-
talists often design devices in which the interior region geometries are more compli-
cated. In such cases it is hard to calculate the Bloch eigenfunctions and it is hard to
find a set of basis functions that satisfies the physical boundary conditions. While it
is still possible to calculate the Bloch eigenfunctions by discretizing real space, the
process will be computationally slow. Therefore it is important to develop a method
to calculate the transmission coefficients of such a device without having to consider
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the solutions in the total interior region.
We have developed a technique which we call “the R-matrix connection formula”
to calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons in such a device with a compli-
cated interior region geometry. The basic idea of this technique is that we divide the
complicated interior scattering region into parts such that the interior region can be
identified as a combination of some simple geometries. For instance, we shall con-
sider the device shown in the figure (4.2). The interior region (shaded region) does
not have a simple geometry. It is hard to find a set of basis functions which satisfy
the physical boundary conditions that confines the electron to the shaded region. In
our new technique, the R-matrix connection formula, we identify the shaded region
in the figure (4.2) as a combination of two wedge geometries as shown in the inset
of the same figure. We can find a set of basis functions to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions for electrons confined in a single wedge. Even though the basis functions for
a single wedge is not obvious, we can find such a set as we describe in the appendix
(C). Knowing the Bloch eigenfunctions in a single wedge, we combine two wedges to
calculate the transmission coefficients.
The technique we use is similar to the R-matrix propagation technique that is
used in atomic and molecular physics [22]. We extend this idea to two-dimensional
devices. The main goal of this chapter is to explain the procedure for calculating the
transmission coefficients for electrons in a two-dimensional device with a complicated
geometry without considering the total scattering region as a whole, but considering
it as a combination of several simple geometries. This chapter is structured as follows.
First we will explain the basic concept for a one-dimensional tube (sec.4.2) where
we follow the calculation done by Light et al. [22]. In the section (4.3), we extend this
propagation technique to a two-dimensional device. There we develop the mathemat-
ical equations to connect two interior regions in two-dimensions with an example, the
electron scattering in a diamond-shaped device (fig.4.2).
Then we discuss the application of this theory to a four-terminal wedge geome-
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try (fig.4.2). This geometry is similar to the geometry of the device made by Goel
et al. for an experiment on ballistic transport in InSb quantum wells. In this ex-
periment, the transport properties are measured when there is an applied magnetic
field perpendicular to the device. However in this chapter we study the scattering of
this geometry with no magnetic field. We develop the technique here to handle this
complicated geometry. In the chapter (6), we show how to study the scattering of
electrons in the presence of an applied magnetic field.
4.2 One-Dimensional R-Matrix Connection Formula
The goal of this section is to discuss the basics of “R matrix connection formula” . We
start with a one-dimensional device. We explain the technique with an application,
electrons traveling in an open tube. It is the same problem we discussed in the
previous chapter (sec.2.4), however here we use two interior regions.
Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of an open tube with two interior regions. Electrons
are injected from the region L, undergo scattering in the regions I and II. We seek the
transmission amplitude in the region R which we solve using the R-matrix connection
formula.
We consider the tube in four different regions as shown in the figure (4.1), where
regions I and II are the interior regions for an electron injected from region L. We
seek the final solution, the transmission amplitude in the region R. This problem has
a known answer: the electron will have unit transmission amplitude in the region R.
We use this problem to explain the basics of the R-matrix connection formula.
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The four regions, I, II, L and R are separated by the boundaries SA, SD and SC
(fig.4.1). We avoid using the character B in the notation as we need to save that for
denoting the magnetic field in the chapter (6). To clearly understand the algorithm,
we define the R-matrices RI , RII and Rtotal. The matrix, RI relates the scattering
wave function in the regions L and II, RII relates the scattering wave function in
regions I and R, and Rtotal relates the scattering wave function in regions L and R.
Our goal is to find out the components of Rtotal knowing the components of RI and
RII .
We apply the R-matrix equation (eq.2.27) to relate the scattering wave function
in different regions and then apply the boundary conditions to connect the matrices
which we will describe here.
Using the R-matrix, RI we can write the scattering wave function in the region L
and in the region II which takes the matrix form as,












The superscripts on the wave functions are to denote the region where the function
is defined. For instance ΨL(x = xD) means that the scattering wave function defined
in the region L and evaluated at the boundary D. The R-matrices also have super-
scripts, RI is the R-matrix evaluated in the region I using the Bloch eigenfunctions of
the interior region I. Now using the R-matrix RII , we can relate the scattering wave
function at the boundaries D and C,












Since we are not interested in the scattering wave function in the interior region,
we want to eliminate the terms ΨI and ΨII from these equations. We want to write
an equation which relates the scattering wave function in the incoming and outgoing
regions (L and R) only. Mathematically this can be written as,
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However, since the Bloch eigenfunctions of the total interior region are assumed
to be hard to calculate, the elements of the matrix Rtotal are not known. Our goal is
to find out the elements of the matrix Rtotal in terms of the elements of RI and RII
using the boundary conditions.
The scattering wave function should satisfy the physical boundary conditions, the
continuity of the wave function,
ΨI(x = xD) = Ψ
II(x = xD), (4.4)
and the continuity of the derivative of the wave function,
d
dx
ΨI(x = xD) =
d
dx
ΨII(x = xD), (4.5)
at x = xD. Invoking these boundary conditions, the terms Ψ
I,II(x = xD) and
d
dx
ΨI,II(x)|x=xD can be eliminated from (4.1) and (4.2) and then we get an equa-















Rtotal4 = −RII3 ZRII2 +RI4 (4.9)




The elements of the two R-matrices RI and RII can be calculated exactly following
the method described in the section (2.4) and then calculate the elements of the
matrix, Rtotal. Once we know the elements of Rtotal, we can calculate the transmission
amplitudes following the procedure explained in the section (2.4). We can numerically
calculate the transmission amplitude.
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By looking at the above procedure, a reasonable question arises. Why cannot we
use only the equation (4.1) to calculate the transmission coefficients on the region
L and likewise use only the equation (4.2) to find the transmission coefficient in the
region R? In particular, one can use the equation (4.1) and write ΨL in terms of the
transmission coefficients in the region R and write ΨII in terms of the Bloch eigen-
functions in the region II. We found that when we take the derivative of the Bloch
eigenfunctions, the scattering amplitudes does not converge to the correct answer.
In fact, the value of the scattering wave function matches, but the derivative of the
scattering wave function does not match in this approach. So it is important to avoid
taking the derivative of the Bloch eigenfunctions.
4.3 2-Dimensional R-Matrix Connection Formula:
Application to the Electron Scattering by a
Diamond-Shaped Device
Here we extend the one-dimensional connection formula described in the section (4.2)
to a two-dimensional device using the example of the scattering of electrons in a
diamond shaped geometry (fig.4.2). Electrons are injected to the system from the
region L, undergo scattering in the shaded region, then reflect and transmit into the
regions L and R.
If we were to solve this problem using single interior region R-matrix theory (ch.3),
we would have to first find out a set of basis functions which goes to zero on the edges
of the diamond structure and then using these basis functions to calculate the elements
of the R matrix (or M matrix eq.3.29). It is possible to find a basis set to satisfy
the hard wall boundary conditions of the diamond-shaped geometry by discretizing
the real space, however the process will be computationally slow. We would rather
use a set of analytic basis functions, then most of the overlap integrals can be done
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Figure 4.2: A schematic diagram of a device with a diamond geometry. We consider this
device in 4 regions, L, I, II, and R, which are separated by the soft boundaries at x = xA,
x = xD, and x = xC . Electrons are injected from the left lead, undergo scattering in the
regions I and II, and scatter into the regions L and R. We recognize the diamond shaped
interior region as a combination of two wedges as shown in the inset. We calculate the
transmission coefficients in the two outgoing leads L and R using the R-matrix connection
formula by connecting the Bloch eigenfunctions of a wedge, but not using the eigenfunctions
of a diamond shaped geometry.
analytically. Since it is hard to find such a set of analytic basis functions for the
diamond geometry, we identify this diamond-shaped interior region as two wedge
geometries (inset of fig.4.2) connected together. We find a set of basis functions to
satisfy the physical boundary conditions for a single wedge and then connect them
to solve for the transmission coefficients. The Bloch eigenfunctions of a single wedge
are also not obvious, however we find a way to do this analytically. The calculation
of the Bloch eigenfunctions is explained in the appendix (C). Knowing the Bloch
eigenfunctions in a wedge, we explain the procedure for calculating the transmission
coefficients of electrons traveling in a diamond shaped geometry.
Our starting point is the single interior region R-matrix equation (eq.3.27). This
equation is used to relate the scattering wave function
∣∣ΨL〉, ∣∣ΨI〉, ∣∣ΨII〉 and ∣∣ΨR〉
in four different regions. In detail
∣∣ΨL〉 and ∣∣ΨII〉 are related by RI , the R-matrix
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in the interior region I which is defined in terms of
∣∣φIj〉, the Bloch eigenfunctions in
that region. In a similar way,
∣∣ΨI〉 and ∣∣ΨR〉 are related by RII , the R-matrix defined
using
∣∣φIIj 〉, the Bloch eigenfunctions in the interior region II. We call the three soft
boundaries as A, D and C. Again, we avoid using “B” to prevent confusion with the
symbol for the magnetic field in chapter (6).
As we have proved in the previous chapter (eq.3.27), we can write the scattering

















Ej − E . (4.11)
Note that the matrices M (eq.3.30) and M only differ by a factor 2. That is because
we here choose to keep the Bloch operator as L without substituting the explicit




The superscript j denotes the region where the function is defined. Also note that
p0 is the lead where the electrons are injected from that for this problem p0 = L.
However, throughout this calculation, we keep it as p0. Now we write the function




f IID,nD using the interior region I as,












∣∣∣ LIAΨLE,np0 (x = xA, yA)〉+∑
nD
MIA,nA,D,nD 〈χD,nD(yD)
∣∣∣LIDΨIIE,np0 (x = xD, yD)〉 , (4.12)
and,















∣∣∣LIDΨIIE,np0 (x = xD, yD)〉 .(4.13)
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Note that when compared to the single interior region problem, we have an additional
superscript to specify the region. For instance MIq,nq ,p,np is the Mq,nq ,p,np evaluated
according to the equation (4.11) using the basis functions defined in the interior region
I. Similar to the equations (4.12) and (4.13), we can write another two equations for
f ID,nD and f
R
C,nC
using the interior region II,












∣∣∣LIIDΨIE,np0 (x = xD, yD)〉+∑
nC
MIID,nD,C,nC 〈χC,nC (yC
∣∣∣LIIC ΨRE,np0 (x = xC , yC)〉 , (4.14)
and















∣∣∣LIIC ΨRE,np0 (x = xC , yC)〉 . (4.15)
Now we introduce the physical boundary conditions, the wave function and the flux
are continuous across the boundary D,∣∣∣ΨIE,np0 (x = xD, yD)〉 = ∣∣∣ΨIIE,np0 (x = xD, yD)〉 , (4.16)
LID
∣∣∣ΨIIE,np0 (x = xD, yD)〉 = −LIID ∣∣∣ΨIE,np0 (x = xD, yD)〉 . (4.17)
It is important to note that the second boundary equation is the continuity of the
derivative of the wave function, or in a more physical sense the continuity of the
momentum or the flux through the boundary. The negative sign indicates that flux
going out from the surface D of interior region I is injected into the interior region
II from the surface D. The Bloch operator turns out to be the flux operator through
the surfaces of the finite region.
In two dimensions, the boundary conditions become functions of the transverse
coordinate yD. These boundary conditions can also be projected on to the transverse
state vector |χD,nD(yD)〉 of the surfaceD, that the equations (4.16) and (4.17) reduced
to,







∣∣∣LIDΨIIE,np0 (x = xD)〉 = −〈χD,nD(yD) ∣∣∣LIIDΨIE,np0 (x = xD)〉 . (4.19)
For simplicity we use the symbol DnD = 〈χD,nD(yD)
∣∣∣LIDΨIIE,np0 (x = xD, yD)〉. We


























∣∣∣LIIC ΨRE,np0 (x = xC)〉 . (4.20)
Also with the new notation DnD , the equations (4.12) and (4.15) are reduced to,






























∣∣∣LIIC ΨRE,np0 (x = xC)〉 .
(4.22)
Our system of equations now consist of eq.(4.20), eq.(4.21) and eq.(4.22). Since
these equations have the Bloch operator term LI IIA C , we will write the explicit form
of them. Note that the Bloch operator term in these final equations acts on the
scattering wave functions in the outgoing leads L or R. It is convenient to write the














where xL and xR are the longitudinal coordinates which are defined in the similar
way as the lead coordinates in the T-junction problem (sec.3.2).
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Also note that we can use the equations (3.20) and (3.21) to simplify the equations



































































We have substituted M = M/2 and define a new symbol D = D/2. Now this
set of equations (4.25, 4.26 and 4.27) can be solved for the unknown transmission
amplitudes τL,LnA,np0 , τ
R,L
nC ,np0
and the unknowns, DnD related to the boundary surface
D.
It is possible to eliminate the unknowns DnD from the above equations and solve
only for the transmission amplitudes. However it is simpler and convenient to keep
DnD ’s as unknowns and solve the above three equations simultaneously. Calculation
of the elements of matrix M is explained in the appendix(C).
Knowing theM matrix elements, we can simultaneously solve the set of equations
(4.25, 4.26 and 4.27), for the transmission amplitudes. With the transmission am-
plitudes, we calculate the transmission coefficients, T R,LnR,np0 T L,LnL,np0 using the eq.(3.9).
These are the state to state transmission coefficient as we explained in the chapter
(3). That is T R,LnR,np0 is the transmission coefficient of electrons from the nthp0 subband
of the lead L to the nthR subband of the lead R. The graph (fig.4.3) shows the state






T L,LnL,np0 of the
electrons traveling in a double-wedge geometry when the incoming electron is in the
first subband.
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Figure 4.3: Transmission and reflection coefficients of the electrons injected to a double-
wedge geometry shown in the figure (4.2). The upper plot is the transmission coefficients
(to the lead R) and the lower plot is the reflection coefficients (to the lead L) as a function
of the energy of the electron. In this calculation the wedge is defined by wA = 1 (all the
lengths of the system is measured in terms of the width wA), wD = 2.5. The opening
angle of the wedge (inset of the figure 4.2), 2θ0 = pi/3. The electron is injected in the first
subband and the transmission coefficients are summed over all the output subbands, so
that this is the state to lead transmission coefficients. We have marked the anti-resonance
( = 6) and the resonance state ( = 6.45). The probability densities at the resonance and
the anti-resonance are shown in the figure (4.4).
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Figure 4.4: The probability density of an electron traveling in a device with a diamond
shaped geometry at resonances and anti-resonances. The upper figure is the |Ψ|2 at energy,
E = 6 (anti-resonance: electron has a minimum amplitude inside the scattering region.)
and the lower figure is the |Ψ|2 at E = 6.45 (resonance: electron has a maximum amplitude
inside the scattering region).
The transmission through a diamond-shaped device has interesting resonance be-
haviors. For instance, in the graph (fig.4.3), at the energy  = 6, we get maximum
transmission that the system is at anti-resonance as shown in the upper plot of the
figure (4.4). The electron state has a minimum amplitude in the scattering region
at the anti-resonance state. At energy  = 6.45 we get the maximum reflection that
the system is at resonance as shown in the figure (4.4). At this resonance state, the
electron state has a higher amplitude inside the scattering region. These resonances
should be due to the eigenstates of the interior region. At such resonances in atomic
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systems the electron has a large amplitude at the location of the scatterer. We can
find that from the scattering wave function in the device. We calculate the scattering
wave function in the device using the transmission amplitudes and the coefficients
DnD .
Even though the unknowns, DnD do not lead to physical quantities such as the
transmission coefficients in the out going leads, we need those coefficients to calculate
the scattering wave functions inside the interior region. The figure (4.4) shows the
probability density of the electrons traveling in a double wedge geometry at resonances
and anti resonances. We see that in resonances, the probability for the electron to be
found within the diamond is maximum. For an anti-resonance this is reversed.
4.4 Scattering of Electrons in a 4-Terminal Wedge
Geometry
In this section, we apply the 2-dimensional R-matrix connection formula to devices
with many leads and more complicated interior regions. This is very important since
most of the experimental devices have more than two outgoing leads.
We consider a 4-terminal device which has a more complicated interior region
than the 4-terminal square junction device which we discussed in the section (3.4).
We sketch the device in the figure (4.5) which we refer to as the 4-terminal wedge
junction device.
This geometry (fig.4.5) was initiated by the geometry of the device that was made
for the bend resistance experiment by Goel et. al [10]. Our ultimate goal is to
simulate the transport properties of such a device via Landauer-Bu¨tikker theory. In
the mentioned bend resistance experiment, the transport properties were measured
in the presence of a magnetic field. In this chapter we do not address this exact
experimental observation with the magnetic field, however we develop the technique
for handling the complicated geometry. In the chapter (6) we use the connection
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Figure 4.5: A schematic diagram of a 4-terminal wedge junction device. Electrons are
injected from the lead 1 and scatter in the interior region and scatter out in to leads 1,
2, 3, and 4. We seek for the transmission coefficients of the electrons to those 4 leads.
We calculate the transmission coefficients using the R-matrix connection formula since the
interior scattering region has a complicated structure.
technique with the magnetic-field RMT to model that experimental observation.
We recognize the interior scattering region of this device as a combination of 4
wedge geometries attached to the central square region. There are 5 interior regions
which we call region I, II, III, IV and C. So we need to write 5 sets of equations
corresponding to each interior region. There are four internal boundaries that we
name as sD1, sD2, sD3 and sD4. We call them internal boundaries since they are not
attached to an outgoing lead. We need to invoke the boundary conditions similar to
eq.(4.16) and (4.17) at all of these 4 internal surfaces.
We have 4 sets of unknown transmission amplitudes corresponding to the 4 out-
going leads and another 4 sets of unknowns, D1nD1 , D2nD2 , D3nD3 and D4nD4 cor-
responding to the 4 internal boundaries which do not carry physical information.
However, we solve for all of these 8 sets of unknowns and calculate the transmission
coefficients by the first 4 sets of unknowns. The algebra is quite involved and we
explain it in detail in the appendix (D).
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In this calculation, we have used 10× 10 basis functions to diagonalize the Bloch
Hamiltonians in both the square type central interior region and the wedge-shaped
interior regions. We use 10 non-propagating channels in each of the out going leads.
More about the calculation can be learned from the appendix.
We can transform the 4-terminal wedge geometry to a 4-terminal square device by
adjusting the dimensions of the wedge (we use wA1 = 1.0, wD1 = 1.05 and θ0 = pi/4).
The result is shown in the figure (4.6). It correctly recovers the result for the 4-
terminal square junction device.
Figure 4.6: Transmission coefficients of the electrons in a 4-terminal wedge junction. The
stars are the transmission coefficient to the forward lead, open dots are to the left lead and
the solid dots are to the right going lead. The device used here is symmetric. The specifics
of each wedge are such that θ0 = pi/4, wA1 = 1.0, and wD1 = 1.05, in which the 4-terminal
wedge device is turned onto a 4-terminal square junction device. This results recovers the
result we obtained in the section 3.4.
We calculate the transmission coefficients of the electrons in this 4-terminal wedge
device with different specifics of the wedge geometry. We keep the opening angle
2θ0 = 43
0 , wA1 = 1.0 and calculate the transmission coefficients for different values
of wD1. The result is shown in the figure (4.7).
This value of opening angle is similar to that of the experimental device [10] that
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Figure 4.7: Transmission coefficients of electrons traveling in a 4-terminal wedge junction
device. We use a symmetric wedge that all the four sides are similar. The opening angle of
the wedge is kept constant that 2θ0 = 430 and wA1 = 1.0. The transmission coefficients are
plotted for devices with different values of wD1 as shown in the inset of each plot.
we will compare our results with. However for the experimental device wD1 = 4.0. We
have not calculated the transmission coefficients for that specific device as it requires
more basis functions for convergence. This is because the energy of the states is




Since the R-matrix connection formula is algebraically complicated, we here present
a bulleted summary of the procedure as follows.
• Identify the interior scattering region.
• Break the interior scattering region into parts such that it can be recognized as
a combination of simple geometries.
• Find a good set of variational basis functions for each of the interior region.
• Calculate the Bloch eigenfunction in each interior region.
• Calculate the M matrix elements, Mq,nq ,p,np for each q, nq, p, np.
• Write down the R-matrix equation (eq.3.16) to relate the scattering wave func-
tion in each different region.
• Apply the boundary conditions at each internal boundary to eliminate the scat-
tering wave function Ψ defined in the internal regions
• Simultaneously solve the resultant equations to find the unknown scattering
amplitude
• Calculate the transmission coefficients from the scattering amplitudes according
to the eq. (3.9).
4.6 Conclusions
We have developed a method to calculate the transmission coefficients of electron in
a device with a complicated scattering region. However, one of the drawbacks for
this technique is that we have not formed a generic expression like the one we have
derived for two-dimensional single interior-region RMT (eq.3.29). We believe that
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we can develop this formula and obtain a generic equation that can be deduced for






As electronic devices become smaller, they cross over between classical physics to
quantum physics. Many classical quantities (eg.resistance) must be reinterpreted
when they are examined on a mesoscopic level. One such classical concept is that of
the refregirator - a device that uses an external source of work to cool a gas. It is
interesting to ask if this classical concept can be applied to an electron gas so that
by applying a voltage we get cooling in the system.
There are many ways to achieve electron cooling in condensed matter systems.
For example, thermoelectric coolers based on the Peltier [23] effect are available com-
mercially. A different kind of electron cooling mechanism in semiconductor devices is
presented by G.Rego et.al [24] based on the quasi-static expansion of a two dimen-
sional electron gas. Still other possibilities include taking advantage of many-body
effects that can lead to liquid/gas phase transitions in the electron populations in
semiconductor quantum wells [25].
In this chapter we investigate the theory of cooling electrons in solid state devices
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via evaporative cooling. Evaporative cooling is the removal of the higher energy
particles in a system and the subsequent relaxation of the remaining system to a
temperature lower than the temperature of the initial system. Evaporative cooling is
widely used in bosonic systems [26]. However it is harder to implement for fermionic
systems, as we will discuss below. Our approach has simple analogs in classical
refrigeration [27, 28] which is called the Hilsch vortex tube. A Hilsch vortex tube
uses a T-shaped assembly of tubes to separate high pressure air into a higher and
lower energy parts. A diagram of a Hilsch vortex tube is shown in the figure (5.1).
A high pressure air is injected into the vortex from the side arm of the T-shaped
assembly of tubes. Air molecules rotate around the vortex and the hot and cold
parts are separated by this vortex. This process does not violate the second law of
thermodynamics since the system is obviously driven by an external force.
We use the same concept to achieve cooling an electron gas system. A T-shaped
assemble of quantum wires is used to separate high energy and low energy electrons. It
should be noted that when the electron gas injected into the system, the total energy
is same for all the electrons. However, since we use a 1-dimensional wire system, even
Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram of a T shaped assemble used in the Hilsch vortex tube.
High pressure air is injected from the side arm and separated into cold and hot parts using
the vortex operated in the middle of the T assembly.
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though the total energy of the electrons is the same, the energy associated with the
longitudinal direction or the kinetic energy of the system is different.
In this chapter we prove in principle that we can achieve cooling by the evaporative
emission of the higher subband electrons from the system. This chapter is structured
as follows. In section 5.2, we develop a theory and a simple design for the evaporative
cooling of electrons via subband filtering in quantum wires. First we consider ideal
subband filtering which means that we start with an equilibrium system of electrons
and then all the second subband electrons are scattered from the system. Since the
system is disturbed from the equilibrium, electrons rethermalize to a new equilibrium.
Since the higher energy electrons are evaporated, the rest of the system will equilibrate
at a lower temperature. We demonstrate this in the section (5.2).
In a real system, not all the higher subband electrons are evaporated from the
system. Not all the lower subband electrons stay in the system. We use the Landauer
formula (ch.1) to analyze the cooling characteristics of the system. The Landauer
formula was originally developed to explain the transport properties of a quantum
mechanical system. It describes how the transport properties of a quantum mechan-
ical system relate to the transmission coefficients of electrons that pass through the
system. We extend this idea to explain the cooling properties of a device. To get
the transmission coefficients that the Landauer formula requires, we use a variational
RMT, which we have developed in the chapter (3). We then examine several more
realistic device geometries and discuss their cooling properties. Our calculations show
that for naive designs we might get electron heating, and we discuss the reasons for
this flaw. However, when we optimize the system we can get cooling. We conclude
with a discussion of applications as well as realistic device parameters.
5.2 Theory: Ideal Model
We propose a theory for cooling which has a classical analog to the working principle
of the Hilsch vortex tube. The Hilsch vortex tube uses a T-shaped assembly of pipes
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to separate high pressure air into high temperature and low temperature systems. We
apply a similar idea to cool electrons in a quantum mechanical system. A T-shaped
assembly of a quantum wire configuration is used to evaporate high energy electrons
out of the system. A schematic diagram of the proposed T shaped quantum wire
configuration is shown in the figure (5.2).
Figure 5.2: A schematic diagram of a T-shaped assemble of a quantum wire configuration.
Electrons are injected from the source and they scatter into all the output leads. Since
the equilibrium electron distribution is disturbed by scattering, they re-thermalize in the
output leads. In the text, we show how to calculate the new equilibrium temperature for
some systems with particular geometries and show that we can find some geometries and
initial chemical potentials for which the final temperature is less than the initial temperature
which means the cooling of the system.
Electrons are injected into the system from the source region where those electrons
are in thermal equilibrium at a temperature, Ti and a chemical potential µi. These
electrons scatter into all the output leads. Since the initial equilibrium electron
system is disturbed by scattering, at the exit of the scattering region electrons are
not in equilibrium and they re-thermalize in the output leads. Below we show how
to calculate the new equilibrium temperature To and the new chemical potential, µo
in the output lead. We denote the three leads as i, s and o which stand for the input
lead, sidearm and the output lead respectively. In order to ease the explanation of
the calculation, we divide the T-junction into parts as shown in the figure (5.3).
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Figure 5.3: A quantum wire T junction device is divided into regions to explain the electron
cooling behavior. Electrons are injected from the input region, and undergo scattering in
the scattering region. In the ballistic region, electrons are not in equilibrium, and the
electron population is determined by the product of incoming-electron distribution and
the transmission coefficient. Electrons re-thermalize and come to an equilibrium in the
adiabatic region; however, there is no relaxation with the phonons. In the text we show
how to calculate this new equilibrium temperature and the new chemical potential.
In the input region, electrons are in thermal equilibrium at temperature Ti and
chemical potential µi. All filtering occurs in the scattering region. Electrons scatter
into the input lead (reflection), sidearm, and the output lead. We concentrate on
the electrons scattering into the output lead. In the ballistic region, the electron
population is entirely determined by the product of the incoming electron distribution
and the transmission coefficient to the output lead. At this region, electrons are in
a highly non-equilibrium state and cannot be characterized by a temperature and a
chemical potential. In the adiabatic region, we consider only the internal relaxation of
electronic distribution because by that time electrons have traveled a distance that is
of the order of electron-electron relaxation length l e−e. Usually this distance is shorter
than the electron-phonon relaxation length, le−ph. In the internal relaxation of the
electron distribution, there is no heat transfer from the phonons in the lattice; hence
the term “adiabatic”. Electrons will transfer heat among themselves and relax to a
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different temperature To and a chemical potential µo. In principle, To and µo can be
found using the particle and energy conservation. Our calculation shows that for some
device geometries this equilibrium temperature To is less than the initial temperature
Ti. This is the desired cooling effect. We characterize the cooling property by a
dimensionless parameter η = To/Ti, where η < 1 means the cooling.
In order to understand the cooling phenomenon, we first discuss an ideal two
subband model. We consider a T-shaped quantum mechanical device designed on
the two-dimensional electron gas system. We assume that the width of the input
quantum wire, wi, is so small that the incoming electrons can only occupy the first
subband or the second subband in the wire. In the ideal two band case, all of the
electrons in the second subband scatter into the sidearm, whereas those in the first
subband scatter forward to the output lead (fig.5.2).
The particle number and the energy are conserved between the ballistic region and
the adiabatic region because there is no external field acting on the system. As we have
explained earlier, the electron distribution in the ballistic region cannot be explained
in terms of a temperature and a chemical potential since the electron distribution
in the ballistic region is out of equilibrium. We can find the particle number in the
ballistic region of the output lead as the product of the incoming electron distribution
and the transmission coefficient of electrons from the input to output lead. We use
the symbols N and E for the particle number and the energy. Since the electrons in
the ballistic region are out of equilibrium, we will use the symbols No,i and Eo,i for
the particle number and the energy in that region. The superscripts are to denote
the transmitted electrons from the input lead (i) to the output lead (o). We use the
symbols N` and the E` for the particle number and the energy of electrons associated
with an equilibrium distribution in the `th lead.
Now we need to find out the total number of electrons and the energy associated
with an equilibrium electron distribution in a lead `. We need to consider each
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subband. The density of electrons associated with the nth` subband in each lead ` is,
ρ`n`(E, τ`, µ`) = f(E, τ`, µ`)D`n`(E). (5.1)
In this equation, the one dimensional (it is one-dimensional since two degrees of
freedom are confined) density of states (D`E) is given by [18],
D`E = Θ
[
E − E `n`
]−1/2
, (5.2)
where E `n` is the energy of the nth` subband of the `th lead which is given by (n2`/w2`−1)
in our dimensionless units. The step function Θ indicates that the nth` subband is
occupied only if the total energy is higher than the subband energy. In this chapter
we scale all the lengths by wi, the width of the input lead, and all the energies by
E i0, the first subband energy of the input lead, and we measure all the energies from
the first subband energy. Note that in the other chapters we scale the energies by
~2/m∗w2i , while in this chapter we have scaled the energy by ~2pi2/2m∗w2i .
With these units, the energy, the chemical potential, and the temperature are scaled
as,
E =












where the tilded symbols are the dimensional quantities and the un-tilded quantities
are dimensionless. In the equation (5.1), f(E, µ`, T`) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function at a temperature T` and the chemical potential µ` which is given by,






Now we can calculate the number of electrons and the energy associated with the nth`










ρ`n`(E, T`, µ`) E dE. (5.8)
With this we can calculate the total number of electrons and the total energy associ-









Now we will proceed the calculation for the ideal two-subband model. At the
entrance to the conductor, the total number of electrons, Ni(µi, Ti) is equal to the
sum of the number of electrons in the first and second subbands. Similarly, the total
energy, Ei(µi, Ti) is equal to the sum of the energies of the electrons in first and second
subbands. We write this as:
Ni(µi, Ti) = Ni1(µi, Ti) + Ni2(µi, Ti), (5.10)
and,
Ei(µi, Ti) = Ei1(µi, Ti) + Ei2(µi, Ti). (5.11)
We explicitly write the above equations, since it might help to understand the calcu-








































where Di1(E) and Di2(E) are defined as,
Di1(E) = E−1/2, (5.14)
and,
Di2(E) = (E − 3E i0)−1/2 (5.15)
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Figure 5.4: Upper plot is a graph of cooling parameter, η = Tf/Ti as a function of the
chemical potential µi. The initial temperature Ti = 0.25 for this calculation. This variation
of η shows that, for some chemical potentials, η ≤ 1, which means we get cooling. Also
there is a significant minimum in the cooling parameter when µi = 3; the reason for this
behavior is explained in the text. The lower plot is the variation of the cooling parameter
a function of the initial temperature, Ti = kT˜i/E i0. The initial chemical potential is kept at
the edge of the second subband, which is the optimum value from the upper plot . This
shows a maximum of 30% cooling.
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since E i1 = 0 and E i2 = 3E i0.
In the ideal model only the lower subband electrons Ni1(µi, Ti) scatter forward into
the output lead. The total energy in the output lead after scattering is Ei1(µi, Ti).
We mathematically write this as,
No,i = Ni1(µi, Ti), (5.16)
and,
Eo,i = Ei1(µi, Ti). (5.17)
Now the electrons are not in the equilibrium. These electrons will come to an equi-
librium distribution as,
No(µo, To) = No,i, (5.18)
and,
Eo(µo, To) = Eo,i. (5.19)
We numerically solve the equations (5.18) and (5.19) along with the equations
(5.16) and (5.17) at a fixed initial temperature for a range of values of the chemical
potential. Figure (5.4) shows the variation of cooling parameter η as a function of
the initial chemical potential µi when the initial temperature Ti = 0.25. Upper plot
of the figure (5.4) shows that we get maximum cooling when the chemical potential,
µi = 3. Note that we work in units of the first subband energy and the energy is
measured from the first subband energy. So the minimum of this plot corresponds to
the edge of the second subband. At this chemical potential, electrons populate the
higher subband only because they are thermally excited in that range thus all of the
evaporated electrons are “hot” electrons. This gives the maximum cooling.
We repeat the above calculation at a fixed chemical potential which equals to the
optimum chemical potential in the previous calculation. The lower plot of the figure
(5.4) shows the variation of the cooling parameter η with the initial temperature τi.
The graph (fig5.4) shows a maximum of 30% decrease in the temperature (η ∼ 70%).
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5.3 Applications to Real Devices
To achieve optimum cooling, the higher subband electrons should scatter to the
sidearm and the lower subband electrons should scatter forward into the output lead.
In a real device not all the higher subband electrons scatter out of the system, and not
all of the lower subband electrons will stay in the system. The scattering of electrons
depends on the system properties such as the geometry and the scattering potentials.
We consider pure samples in which we assume there are no scattering potentials and
all the scattering of the system occur due to the boundaries. Even though the theory
presented here has a flexibility to include a non-zero scattering potential, this present
calculation considers zero potential energy in the device. We can alter the scattering
of electrons in this system by changing the ratio of the width of the sidearm to that
of the main lead (fig 5.2). The higher subband electrons scatter preferentially to the
sidearm because they have a higher transverse momentum.
To calculate the cooling parameter η we need to know how the electrons scatter in
the system. That is, we need to know the electron population in each subband which
requires the transmission coefficients from state to state. To calculate the transmission
coefficients of the system, we use variational RMT which we have discussed in the
chapter (3). We first present the calculation of the cooling parameter in general and
then apply it to some devices.
In the earlier section we showed how to calculate the cooling parameter in an ideal
device. The procedure is the same for a real device, however, in order to calculate the
electron and the energy density in the ballistic region, we need to use the transmission
coefficients.
Now we have to change the equations to calculate the electron population and the
energy density in the output lead using the transmission coefficients. In particular,
the equations (5.16) and (5.17) do not hold for the real device. We can write the
density of electrons transmitted from the subband ni of the i
th lead into the subband
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n` of the `
th as,
ρ`,in`,ni(E, Ti, µi) = ρ
i
ni
(E, Tiµi) T `,in`,ni(E). (5.20)
With this we can calculate the number of electrons from all the subbands in the input








ρ`,in`,ni(E, Ti, µi) dE, (5.21)
where the lower limit of the integration,
Emax`,i = max
{E ini , E `n`} (5.22)
ensures that both the incoming and outgoing subbands are open.
In the similar way we can calculate the energy of the electrons in the ballistic








ρ`,in`,ni(E, Ti, µi)E dE. (5.23)
Now this amount of electrons and the energy is redistributed in the adiabatic
region of the output lead and we can simultaneously solve the equations (5.18) and
(5.19) along with the equations (5.21) and (5.23) to find the T` and µ`. We are
interested in the equilibrium quantities in the output lead that `→ o.
5.3.1 T-junction as a Cooling Device
We calculate the cooling parameter η using the real transmission coefficients in the
T junction device for certain ratios of the widths of the sidearm, ws and the input
lead, wi, We always keep the width of the input lead, wi equal to the width of the
output the lead, wo. We use the equations developed in the chapter (3) for solving
the transmission coefficients of electrons in the T-junction device. In the equation
(3.29), electrons are injected from the lead p0 that for our present problem p0 = i
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Figure 5.5: The upper plot is the transmission coefficients of electrons to the output lead
in a T-junction device with wi = ws = wo = 1. The different curves are for different
subband index of the incoming electron. The x axis is the energy of the incoming electron
which is measured in terms of E i0 = ~2pi2/2m∗w2i and is measured from E i0. We calculate
the cooling parameter using these transmission coefficients. Since there are some higher
subband electrons lost from the input distribution, we expect η < 1. This graph shows that
the cooling parameter η > 1 which means To > Ti. Even though we lose higher subband
electrons from the system, it does not achieve cooling.
T-junction Device with ws = wi = 1.0
First we will consider a T-junction devices where wi = ws = wo = 1.0. The transmis-
sion coefficients for such a T-junction device are shown in the figure (5.5).
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The graph (5.5) shows the transmission coefficients of electron into the output
lead when the electron is in different subbands in the incoming lead. This graph
shows that there are some higher subband electrons lost from the input distribution.
According to the ideal model we discussed, we would expect η < 1 for this device.
The cooling parameter is calculated for different values of initial temperatures
keeping the initial chemical potential µi = 0. Note that we measure the energy in
terms of E i0, and all the energies are measured from E i0. So µi = 0 means that the
external potential of the system is set such that the Fermi energy, EF = ~2pi2/2m∗w2i .
The lower plot of the figure (5.5) shows the cooling parameter for this device as a
function of the initial temperature. This graph shows that for all the initial temper-
atures the cooling parameter η > 1. We do not get cooling as we expected, instead
these transmission coefficients result in heating. The reasons for this flaw can be
explained as follows.
Figure 5.6: The cooling parameter η as a function of the initial temperature Ti when the
initial chemical potential µi = 0 for different wi values. This graph shows that the cooling
parameter η is always larger than 1 for some ws values and η < 1 for some ws values. This
says that by changing the transmission coefficients we can change the cooling parameter.
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Losing high energy electrons can produce cooling. But losing the low energy
electrons heats the system. The loss of low energy electrons opens gaps in the electron
population at low energies in the electron distribution. The higher energy electrons
can then relax to low energy states liberating the energy difference as thermal energy.
Thus losing low energy electrons heats the system. Even if the distribution has a
small dip at low energies, it will have large effect in the final temperature. The naive
T junction does not produce cooling.
Different T-junction Geometries
We alter the T-junction geometry by changing the width of the sidearm, ws. The
transmission coefficients are calculated using the variational RMT and the cooling
ws µi Ti To µo η
1.0 0.0 4.65 5.35 -6.24 1.15
3.0 5.85 7.06 -5.63 1.21
6.0 6.77 8.69 -5.06 1.28
0.9 0.0 5.68 6.34 -6.27 1.11
3.0 6.52 7.58 -4.97 1.16
6.0 7.63 9.33 -4.31 1.22
0.75 0.0 4.18 4.463 -3.68 1.07
3.0 5.36 6.01 -2.58 1.22
6.0 6.59 7.84 -1.80 1.19
0.6 0.0 1.79 1.84 -1.09 1.02
3.0 6.00 6.53 -1.84 1.09
6.0 7.39 8.40 -0.77 1.14
0.5 0.0 1.85 1.79 -0.75 0.96
3.0 3.62 3.86 0.38 1.06
6.0 6.52 7.35 0.58 1.13
0.4 0.0 2.89 2.73 -0.71 0.95
3.0 3.28 3.25 1.54 0.99
6.0 5.47 5.74 2.75 1.05
Table 5.1: The cooling parameter of the T-junction with different width of the sidearm.
We have also tabulated the input chemical potential, output chemical potential and output
temperature at the maximum cooling parameter.
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parameter is calculated as discussed above. We tabulate the minimum cooling pa-
rameter for T junctions with different width of the sidearm. The table (5.1) shows
the initial and final chemical potentials (µi and µo), the initial and final temperatures
(Ti and To) at the maximum cooling parameter, η for different widths of the sidearm,
ws.
We can see that as we change the geometry, the cooling parameter changes. The
graph (fig.5.6) shows the variation of η vs. the initial temperature Ti when the initial
chemical potential µi = 0 for T-junction devices with different widths of the sidearm,
ws as shown in the inset of the figure. These results show that we can achieve η < 1
for some T-geometries and η > 1 for some other geometries. The only difference for
these geometries is that they have different transmission coefficients. That means
by changing the scattering in the device we can achieve cooling. The device with
ws = 0.4 gives around 0.05% of cooling. Following we show the details for the device
with ws = 0.4.
Figure 5.7: The state to state transmission coefficients of electrons to the output lead in
a T-junction device with wi = wo = 1.0 and ws = 0.4. The data in table (5.1) shows that
this transmission coefficients gives 0.05% of cooling.
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T-junction Device with ws = 0.4
The graph (fig.5.7) shows the state to lead transmission coefficients of electrons in
the T-junction device with ws = 0.4. The different curves are for the electrons in
different incoming subbands.
Figure 5.8: The cooling parameter as a function of the initial temperature for the T-
junction device with wi = wo = 1.0 and ws = 0.4. We calculate the cooling parameter using
the transmission coefficients shown in the figure (5.7) at different initial chemical potentials,
µi = 0.0, 3.0, 6.0. The results show that we achieve the best cooling when µi = 0.
Using the transmission coefficients as shown in the figure, we calculate the cooling
parameter for the device. The graph (fig.5.8) shows the variation of the cooling
parameter as a function of the initial temperature for three different initial chemical
potentials, µi = 0.0, 3.0, 6.0. This graph shows that we get maximum cooling when
the initial chemical potential equals to 0. At this chemical potential all of the lost
electrons were in the thermally activated region of the Fermi Distribution. Even
though, we get cooling from the T-junction with ws = 0.4, the maximum cooling is at
η = 0.95%. This certainly proves the principle that we can achieve cooling. However
it is not enough to make experimental devices. We change the device geometry to a
plus junction device and calculate the cooling parameter, η.
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5.3.2 Plus Junction as a Cooling Device
Since the cooling we achieve with the T-junction device was not very significant, we
try other geometries as cooling devices. Here we try a device with a plus junction as
shown in the figure (3.6). Since we achieve cooling with ws = 0.4 in the T-junction
device, we use a plus junction with w1 = w3 = 1.0 and w2 = w4 = 0.4. The
Figure 5.9: Upper plot is the transmission coefficients of electrons to the output lead
in a plus-junction device with w2 = 0.4. The different curves are for different subband
index of the incoming electron. The x axis is the energy of the incoming electron which is
measured in terms of E10 = ~2pi2/2m∗w21 and is measured from E10 . We calculate the cooling
parameter using these transmission coefficients and the result is shown in the lower plot. It
shows η ∼ 0.85 which means more than 15% of cooling.
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transmission coefficients for this device is shown in the upper plot of the figure (5.9)
and the resultant cooling parameter as a function of the initial temperature is shown
in the lower plot of the figure (5.9).
The graph (fig.5.9) shows around 15% of cooling. This is a single unit of plus
junction. The cooling can be further enhanced by cascading these units together.
In order to summarize the cooling devices we discussed, we plot the cooling pa-
rameter for three different devices together. The graph (5.10) shows the variation of
the cooling parameter, η as a function of the initial temperature Ti keeping the initial
chemical potential µi = 0.
Figure 5.10: This graph shows a summary of the cooling calculations we have done in this
chapter. The solid line is the cooling parameter for the T-junction device with wi = ws =
wo = 1.0, open dots are the cooling parameter for the T-junction device with wi = wo = 1.0
and ws = 0.4. The solid dots are for the plus junction device with w1 = w3 = 1.0 and
w2 = w4 = 0.4. All the calculations are done when the initial chemical potential µi = 0.
In the following section, we calculate the experimental device parameters for Insb
and GaAs for the optimum cooling properties we have obtained with the plus junction
device.
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5.4 Considerations for experiment
As it was explained earlier, we have done all the calculations in dimensionless units.
In this section, we convert our results to real units and present the parameters for
the cooling devices with two materials, InSb and GaAs.
All the material properties depend on the Fermi energy, EF of the system. The
Fermi energy EF is inversely proportional to the effective mass of the electrons in the
material and is set by the density of electron in the electron reservoir (see appendix
B). For our device we set the initial chemical potential (which is approximately the
Fermi energy) equal to zero. Since we have scaled the energy in the problem by E i0
and measured from the E i0, the initial chemical potential equals zero means that,




where wi is the width of the input lead of our quantum wire plus-junction device
shown in the figure (3.6). The condition (eq.5.24) allows us to determine the width
of the quantum wire as a function of the electron density.
Different materials are characterized by the effective mass of electrons in the sys-
tem. The condition to calculate the width of the wire is given by equation (5.24).
In the appendix we have shown that the Fermi energy is inversely proportional to
the effective mass of electrons. Since both the Fermi energy and the subband energy
depend on the effective mass in the same fashion, the width of the quantum wire in
our device is independent of the material.
If we assume a sample with the density of electrons is n, we combine the equation














For instance, if we assume n = 1.0× 1011cm−2, wi = 39.6 nm. This is quite a small
value. However, lowering the density of electrons makes the device larger.
We get maximum cooling with the plus junction when the initial temperature ∼ 2
in the dimensionless units. We will convert the dimensionless temperature back to
the real temperature using the equation (5.5). That is, at the optimum temperature
Topt,
kT˜ = Topt E10 . (5.27)
With the equation (5.24), this reduces to,
kT˜ = ToptEF . (5.28)
In the appendix (B), we calculated the Fermi energy for InSb and GaAs (eq.B.5
and B.6). We obtain the initial temperature of the system at the optimum cooling
parameter (for a sample with n = 1.0 × 1011cm−2) as, T ∼ 82K for GaAs and
T ∼ 399K for InSb. Room temperature, (300K) corresponds to T ∼ 1.5 for InSb,
allowing substantial cooling due to quantum effects in a room temperature device.
Even a cooling parameter η ∼ 0.9 means that the electron population would be cooled
by 30K. This would be useful to produce a population of electrons that could then
be used for photo detection of frequencies near room temperature.
The above results also only have one unit of a cooling device. If multiple plus-
junctions are connected in series, we may be able to get greater cooling.
5.5 Conclusions
A variety of photo detection applications require a cold detector. We have presented
a prototype device which cools electrons in a single particle picture. Such a device
could be used to cool the photo detection electron population. We have shown that
while a naive design produces heating, by a slight change in geometry we can get





In the introduction we discussed the existence of interesting magneto-transport prop-
erties such as negative bend resistance (NBR) and the quantum Hall effect in two-
dimensional devices. NBR is a signature of ballistic electron transport in two-dimensional
devices and has been observed in different materials such as InSb [10] and GaAs
[29]. In this chapter we will discuss how to calculate the bend resistance of a two-
dimensional four-terminal device. This research is motivated by the experimental
observation of NBR in two-dimensional InSb devices by Goel et.al [10] at the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma.
In previous chapters we learned that the transport properties of a quantum me-
chanical device can be studied as a scattering problem according to Landauer theory.
The Landauer-Bu¨tikker [13] formula is still valid for magneto-transport. The LB for-
mula requires the transmission coefficients from one lead to another in the device.
Sometimes these transmission coefficients, (i.e. the probabilities) are calculated using
a classical billiard ball model [30] in the case of ballistic transport which is called the
semi-classical model. However, as we will explain below, the effective mass is very
small for InSb so that only a few quantum channels are occupied in the narrow InSb
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Figure 6.1: The unit of quantum confinement energy, ~2pi2/2m∗w2 as a function of the
well width, w. The solid dots are for InSb and the empty dots are for GaAs. The straight
line is the room temperature thermal energy.
devices (see appendix B).
The effective mass of InSb is very small (m∗ = 0.0139×m0, where m0 is the free
electron mass) so that the confinement energy of InSb is larger than the other III−V
semiconductors for comperable size structures. The figure (6.1) shows the variation of
confinement energy, (~2pi2/2m∗w2, where w is the width of the sample in the confined
direction) as a function of the width of the quantum well, w. The solid dots are for
InSb and the empty dots are for GaAs. The straight line is the room temperature
thermal energy, kT0 where we use T0 = 300K. It shows that the confinement energy
of InSb is larger than that of GaAs. We will consider devices that have feature size in
the order of < 0.2µm so that the quantum confinement energy is comparable to the
thermal energy. In such a device only a few quantum channels are occupied. Since
the effective mass is small, the energy gap between two adjacent quantum levels are
large compared to that of other III − V semiconductors. Actually these devices
are on the border between quantum and classical limits. It is not clear which way
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the device transport will behave. In order to understand the device properties, it is
very important to treat the transport of the devices both quantum mechanically and
classically. Then only we can decide whether the transport properties are due to the
classical effects or quantum mechanical effects. This understanding is very useful to
improve experimental features. Our goal in this chapter is to model the transport
properties of these devices in a quantum mechanical fashion.
We will again use RMT to calculate the transmission coefficients. In the previous
chapters, we discussed RMT for two-dimensional devices with no external magnetic
field. In this chapter, we extend this technique to calculate the transmission coef-
ficients of electrons in two-dimensional devices in the presence of a magnetic field.
This chapter is structured as follows:
First we will recall some aspects of magneto-transport in semiconductor devices.
We will also briefly explain the details of the experiment we are going to model as it
was carried out by Goel et. al. [10].
In the section (6.2), we explain the basics of the magnetic-field RMT. We introduce
a new Bloch operator and explain how to set up the equations to solve for the unknown
scattering amplitudes which will give the transmission coefficients of the electrons in
the system. Then in section (6.3), we apply the magnetic-field RMT to calculate the
transmission coefficients in a 4-terminal device. An image of such a device is shown
in the figure (6.2) [32]. We show the transmission coefficients and the resultant
magneto-transport properties of this 4-terminal square junction device.
As we have discussed in the chapter (4), for some experimental devices the interior
region is not very simple and it is hard to calculate the interior region Bloch eigen-
functions. An image of the device we are concentrated on is shown in figure (6.3) and
sketched in figure (4.5). Since the interior region of this device is not simple, we need
the connection formula to calculate the transmission coefficients in such a device. We
did this exact problem with no external magnetic field in the section (4.4). In section
(6.4), we discuss the application of magnetic-field RMT with the connection formula
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and show the results of the magneto-transport properties of 4-terminal devices with
wedge geometries (fig.6.3).
In calculating the transport properties as discussed above, we assume the zero
temperature limit. In the section (6.5), we discuss the effect of finite temperature on
the transport properties as we discussed in the section (1.1.1).
Finally we draw some conclusions related to experiments.
6.1 Magneto-Transport Properties of Electrons in
Two-Dimensional Devices
First we will consider a two-dimensional electron gas in a magnetic field. In the
classical limit, electron transport in a magnetic field shows the classical Hall effect
which creates a transverse voltage drop for an applied longitudinal bias voltage [18].
The same sort of observation was made in the two-dimensional electron gas at high
temperature. However many features show interesting quantized effects at low tem-
perature due to the confinement in the growth direction. When there is a magnetic
field, the electrons are deflected by the Lorentz force. In the two-dimensions the elec-
tron’s path is circular. In the quantum limit the same thing happens, however only
certain radii will be allowed. That is because when there is a magnetic field, the po-
tential can be represented as a simple harmonic potential where the electron energies
are given by the discrete Landau levels. Only orbits with the Landau energies are
allowed.
The density of states of a two-dimensional electron gas (at zero field) is a constant
as you change the energy. When there is an external field, the density of states will
fall into a discrete set of delta functions located at (n+ 1/2)~ωc, where ωc = eB/c is
the cyclotron frequency and n is the Landau level index. The spacing between any
two adjacent energy levels is equal. In the simplest picture, this discrete density of
states give rise to the quantum Hall effect, Shubinikov De Haas oscillations etc. For
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a complete explanation of these quantized effects, one should take the delocalization
of these delta function states in to account. This field has been widely studied [34]
and we will not discuss about these effects further in this thesis. We concentrate on
the devices designed on the two-dimensional electron gas instead.
In these devices electron motion is further confined in the lateral direction in
addition to the growth direction. The electron motion is confined by lithographically
designed insulating layers. In this model we treat these lithographic boundaries as
hard wall potentials even though this may not be the experimental case. The Landau
level discreteness does not exist in these devices because of the hard wall boundary
conditions. When the cyclotron radius is larger than the width of the lead, those
Landau levels cannot exist in the system. However when the magnetic field is so
large that the cyclotron radius is smaller than the width of the lead, Landau levels
start to appear. Shubinikov De Haas like oscillations have been observed in such
devices at a large magnetic field [31].
Figure 6.2: An image of a typical 4-terminal device [32]. The interior region of this device
is square-shaped and all the outgoing leads are rectangular. A sketch of this figure with the
coordinates used for the calculation is shown in the figure (3.6). In the text we explain how
to calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons in such a device.
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Figure 6.3: An image of the 4-terminal device designed on InSb quantum well used for the
bend resistance experiment [10]. In the bend resistance experiment, a current I14 is injected
from lead 4 to lead 1 and the voltage created between the leads 2 and 3, V23 is measured.
The bend resistance, RB = V23/I14 is measured. The experiment is done in the presence
of a perpendicular magnetic field. Goel et. al has reported a negative bend resistance as
shown in the figure (6.7). This is a signature of the ballistic transport. In the text we
explain how to calculate the bend resistance of such a device.
We are particularly interested in the following experimental observation made on
bend resistance, RB in InSb 4-terminal devices. A typical four-terminal device has a
4-terminal square geometry as shown in the figure (6.2) [32]. This geometry is similar
to the geometry we studied with no magnetic field which is sketched in the figure
(3.6). The device of Goel et. al has a 4-terminal wedge geometry (fig.6.3) [11] which
is sketched in the figure (4.5).
In the bend resistance experiment, a current I14 is injected from lead 4 to lead 1.
The voltage created between the lead 2 and lead 3, V23 with respect to the injected





There is an applied magnetic field, B perpendicular to the device. The bend resis-
tance, RB is measured as a function of the applied magnetic field, B. Goel et. al has
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reported a negetive bend resistance at zero magnetic field [10]. If the electrons travel
ballistically, they will tend to overshoot lead 1 and travel to lead 4. This contains
with a charge accumulation in lead 2 giving a negative voltage. A magnetic field
deflects charge into lead 2 decreasing this voltage.
Our goal in this chapter is to model this experimental result. We develop a method
in general so that it can be applied to study the magneto-transport properties in gen-
eral. It is easy to model the device in the figure (6.2) than the device sketched in
the figure (6.3). We first explain the technique for modeling the 4-terminal square
junction device and then we show how to extend the technique for complicated ge-
ometries. At the end of this chapter, after explaining all the computational details,
we will show the results of magneto transport properties of a 4-terminal square device
and a 4-terminal wedge device.
6.2 Two-Dimensional R-Matrix Formula with an
Applied Perpendicular Magnetic Field
The notations in this section is similar to that of the zero-field RMT and we will note
when it is different.
We start with the time-independent Schrodinger equation for a single electron in
an applied perpendicular magnetic field,
Hˆ ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 = E ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 , (6.2)
where
∣∣ΨE,np0〉 is the scattering wave function. The subscript E is the total energy
and np0 denotes the quantum number of the incoming electron in the lead p0. The
Hamiltonian Hˆ is given by,
Hˆ = − ~
2
2m∗
(~P − e ~A)2 + V (~r), (6.3)
where ~A is the vector potential. We have chosen V (~r) = 0 inside the device.
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We will first make the Hamiltonian dimensionless. We measure the lengths in
terms of a characteristic length in the device (typically we choose w0, the width of
the input lead), and energies in terms of E0 = ~2/m∗w20 and define  = E/E0 and
l2B = ~/eB. This new quantity, lB has the units of length and is called the magnetic
length of the system. The magnetic length, lB is the average radius of the lowest
Landau level of the system.



































)] ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 =  ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 ,
(6.4)
where x and y are the dimensionless coordinates. Now we perform the calculation
with two different gauges, the symmetric gauge, ~Asymm = (−By/2, Bx/2, 0) and the































)] ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 =  ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 .
(6.5)























] ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 =  ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 . (6.6)
Note that the quantity w20/l
2
B is dimensionless and it is a measure of the strength
of the magnetic field, B [35]. Hereafter we use the notation, B = w20/l2B which further

























)] ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 =  ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 ,
(6.7)
















] ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 =  ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 . (6.8)
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Both these equations, eq.(6.7) and eq.(6.8) have the same mathematical meaning,
however choice of the gauge is important when we solve the problem approximately.
We have to choose the gauge such that the solution will satisfy the boundary condi-
tions of the system. An appropriate choice of gauge will achieve faster convergence
of the results.
In solving the magnetic scattering problem, similar to what we did in the zero-
field problem, we divide the system into two parts, the interior scattering region and
the leads and then match the two solutions on the soft boundaries to solve for the
transmission coefficients. We choose the symmetric gauge (eq.6.7) for the interior
region. The asymmetric gauge (eq.6.8) is convenient for the leads as it correctly
reduces the problem to give a traveling wave solution in the longitudinal direction
[40]. As we described in the zero field RMT, since we use the solutions of equations
(6.7) or (6.8) as a set of basis functions to expand the final scattering wave function,
we do not need to transform the gauges from one region to the other. In the following
sections we consider these two solutions, the interior region and the lead solutions,
and develop the necessary equations to calculate the transmission coefficients.
We do not examine multiply connected structures and thus do not enforce any
global phase relationships.
6.2.1 Lead Eigenfunctions
In the present application, the leads have a Cartesian symmetry and we use the
notation described in the section (3.16). In the absence of a magnetic field, the lead
eigenfunctions have a full symmetry in the transverse direction and take the form
of the sine functions with a wave vector equals (2E − n2ppi2
w2p
)1/2 where E is the total
energy, np is the quantum number and wp is the width of the p
th lead. However, the
applied magnetic field breaks the reflection symmetry and the eigenfunctions are no
longer sine functions. Although the lead eigenfunctions are still analytic for a non
zero magnetic field [36] these forms involve special functions that complicates the
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calculation. Therefore we seek a numeric solution for them. We exactly follow the
theory presented by Tamura and Ando [36]. We repeat the procedure here for the
completeness.
Recall that the lead coordinate system is (xp, yp) where xp is the longitudinal and
yp is the transverse coordinate, we seek for a solution of the form,
ζpnp(xp, yp) = e
ikp,npxpfp,np(yp), (6.9)
where p denotes the lead index and kp,np is the wave number of the electron in the
longitudinal direction when the electron is in the subband np. In order to have this
form for the lead eigenfunctions, we choose the asymmetric gauge for the vector
potential A = (−By, 0, 0). We substitute the form of the wave function (eq.6.9) in










fp,np(yp) = fp,np(yp). (6.10)
In the infinite plane the solutions to this equation are shifted simple harmonic
wave functions in which the eigenspectrum is given by discrete Landau levels. We
no longer have Landau level discreteness due to the hard wall boundary conditions.
Since the lead eigenfunctions should obey the hard wall boundary conditions, those











yp. We look for the expansion coefficients, c
p
np,mp . In
this process, we define another set of vectors, dpnp,mp = kp,npc
p
np,mp . This substitution
allows us to turn a quadratic eigenvalue equation into a linear equation. By plugging







which is evidently an eigenvalue equation for the wave vector k. We have omitted all














βm,mp = −2B 〈y〉m,mp . (6.14)
This is an eigenvalue equation with dimension 2N × 2N , which gives 2N eigenvalues
and 2N eigenvectors which represent two sets of solutions for the lead eigenfunctions.
Half of these solutions are right going and the other half are left going waves. The
wave vector k can be real, imaginary or complex. The real wave vectors are current
carrying waves, whereas the imaginary wave vectors are evanescent waves. While
only the current carrying waves have a physical meaning, we need to include the
evanescent waves for the mathematical completeness. The graph (fig.6.4) shows the
real part of the eigenfunctions of the lead when the magnetic field is given by B = 15.
Figure 6.4: The real part of the transverse eigenfunction in a lead in the presence of a
perpendicular magnetic field B = 15. The width of the lead wp = 1.
It is important to note that these lead eigenfunctions are not orthogonal to each
other. However they do make a complete set so that we can use them to expand the
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The expansion coefficients τ p,p0np,np0 are the interested scattering amplitudes which are
used to calculate the transmission coefficients as we describe follows.






















Since we have not normalized our eigenfunctions to unit flux, the flux in the pth lead
is not given by
∑
np
∣∣∣τ p,p0np,np0 ∣∣∣2. Once we solve for τ p,p0np,np0 ’s using the RMT which we
will describe later in this chapter, we can calculate the current going through each
lead in the device according to the equation (6.16). Even though we use N number
of subbands in the expansion of eq.(6.15) not all of them are current carrying. The
evanescent waves do not contribute to the flux in the leads as they do not contribute
to the asymptotic solution. One determines the value of N such that the calculation
gives the desired precision as we described in the chapter (3). It was found that this
number is always larger than the number of open channels at that energy. In the zero
field case we calculated the number of open channels according to the equation, (3.9).
This equation no longer holds in the presence of the magnetic field and we calculate
the number of open channels by looking at the value of the wave vector, kp,np . If the
imaginary part of the wave vector equals to zero, it is a current carrying wave. Also
note that in the magnetic field problem, the wave vector can also be complex and
one should not conclude the nature of the wave by just looking at the real part of the
wave vector. Now we use only the open channels to calculate the flux going through
the lead according to the equation (6.16). Then the transmission coefficient from lead
q to lead p equals to Jp/Jq.
In order to calculate the flux, Jp, we substitute the equation (6.15) in the equation
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(6.16). One might conclude that, due to the non-orthogonality of the lead eigen-
functions, the cross terms will not cancel out and we will end up having a position
dependent flux which would be puzzling. This problem does not arise however, since






kp,νp + kp,βp + 2ypB
)
= 0, (6.17)
even though the lead eigenfunctions do not obey the standard orthogonality relation.
This relation (eq.6.17) will cancel out the cross terms in the flux calculation.
Now we need to develop a procedure for calculating the transmission amplitudes,
τ p,p0np,np0 where we combine the lead solutions and the interior region solutions. In the
following section we discuss the interior region problem.
6.2.2 Interior Region Solution
Similar to the zero field problem, we need to expand the scattering wave function
in terms of some basis functions relevant for the interior region. In the earlier zero
field RMT, we started with the interior region Hamiltonian. There we found that the
Hamiltonian is not Hermitian in the finite interior region and its eigenfunctions do
not make a complete set. We defined the Bloch Hamiltonian of the system which is
Hermitian in the finite interior region. We expanded the scattering wave function in
the interior region in terms of the Bloch eigenfunctions. It turns out that the Bloch
Hamiltonian term, L is the term which relates the flux through the soft boundaries.
We follow the similar path for the magnetic field problem.
First we find the Bloch Hamiltonian corresponding to the magnetic-Hamiltonian
(eq.6.3). According to the equations (6.7) and (6.8), the form of the Hamiltonian
depends on the gauge, so the Bloch term also will be gauge dependent. We will
first discuss the problem for an arbitrary gauge and then give the form of the Bloch
operator for the symmetric and asymmetric gauges. In the presence of a magnetic
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field, the Bloch operator takes the form,
HˆB = Hˆ + L1 + L2, (6.18)
where L1 is the magnetic field independent part and L2 is the magnetic field dependent





δ(x− sp)∇ˆ · nˆ. (6.19)
The operator L2 is the term that makes the magnetic field dependent Hamiltonian
to be Hermitian. We will first consider the additional terms that come into the
Hamiltonian due to the magnetic field,







(A2x +A2y) , (6.20)
where we define the reduced vector potential A as A = (−y/2, x/2, 0) for the sym-
metric gauge and A = (−y, 0, 0) for the asymmetric gauge. The third term in the
equation (6.20) is just a multiplicative term that is Hermitian independent of the
gauge. We have to consider the Hermiticity of the first two terms. We will consider
the first term,
hˆ = iBAx ∂
∂x
. (6.21)
We add a term Lx2 to hˆ such that the operator hˆ+Lx2 is Hermitian. In order to have








We are looking for the form of the operator Lx2 . We will follow several mathematical
steps as follows.







+ (Lx2f, g) . (6.23)
The first term in the left hand side of the equation (6.23) becomes,
LHS1 = i
∫




By doing integration by parts,



















+ (Lx2f, g) (6.27)
iBAxfg|boundaries + (f,Lx2g) = (Lx2f, g) (6.28)
From this we can get the condition that Lx2 should satisfy as,




where  is + for the upper integration boundaries and negative for the lower integra-







Note that the Bloch operator has a different form when compared to the zero field
Bloch term. In the zero field term the Bloch term equals to the boundary term, where
as in the magnetic field problem, the Bloch operator term is the half of the boundary
term.
Following the similar way, we can make the y dependent part of the Hermitian











δ(y − syp)Ay, (6.31)
where the first term runs over all the x boundaries and the second term runs over
all the y boundaries. When solving for the interior region eigenfunctions, we use the












δ(y − syp)x. (6.32)
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When solving for the lead eigenfunctions, we use the asymmetric gauge that A =







The two Bloch terms, L1 + L2 makes HB (equations 6.7 and 6.8) Hermitian and





Cj |φj〉 . (6.34)
In the following section we explain how to relate the interior region solution (eq.6.34)
and the lead solution (eq.6.15) to solve for the transmission coefficients, τ p,p0np,np0 .
6.2.3 R-Matrix Formulation
Knowing the lead eigenfunctions and the interior region Bloch eigenfunctions, we can
formulate the R-matrix equation to solve for the unknown scattering amplitudes given
in eq.(6.15). The scattering wave function is a solution to the equation,
H ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 = E ∣∣ΨE,np0〉 , (6.35)
where E is the energy of the incoming electron and the electron is injected from nthp0
subband of the pth0 lead.
In the previous chapter (eq.3.16), we have formulated an equation to write the
scattering wave function of the qth lead as,∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xq, yq)〉 =∑
j
|φj(xq, yq)〉 〈φj(xp, yp)|
Ej − E L
∣∣∣Ψp,p0E,np0 (xp, yp)〉 , (6.36)
where L is the Bloch operator. In the presence of a magnetic field the Bloch operator
has two terms that L = L1 +L2. This equation (6.36) is true only inside the interior
region and we use that to write the scattering wave function on the soft boundaries
where the scattering wave function can also be expanded in terms of the lead eigen-
functions. The notation and the procedure remains the same as in the zero-field
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RMT, however extra care has to be taken since the transverse lead eigenfunctions,
fp,np(yp) are not orthogonal.
One more important thing to notice in equation (6.36) is that the Bloch eigen-
functions φj are the solutions to the Bloch Hamiltonian with the symmetric gauge
(since we have chosen the symmetric gauge for the interior region). However the
Bloch operator appear in the right hand side of the equation (6.36) is L = L1+Lasym2
as we have chosen the asymmetric gauge for each lead.
Now the scattering wave function in the interior region relates to the R-matrix as,∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xq, yq)〉 =∑
p
ME(q, nq; p, np)
∣∣χq,nq(yq)〉 〈χp,np(yp)∣∣ (∇+ iByp) ∣∣∣Ψp,p0E,np0 (xp, yp)〉 ,
(6.37)
where theM matrix is defined in the eq.(3.30). Now we consider this equation on the
soft boundaries (xq = 0) and project this equation on to the transverse state vector∣∣χq,nq〉 as,〈
χq,nq
∣∣ Ψq,p0E,np0 (xq = 0, yq)〉 =∑
p
ME(q, nq; p, np)
〈
χp,np(yp)
∣∣ (∇+ iByp) ∣∣∣Ψp,p0E,np0 (xp, yp)〉 .
(6.38)
The matrix M is defined using the interior region eigenfunctions. We need to use
equation (6.38) to relate the R-matrix (orM matrix) to the transmission coefficients
which is defined in the leads. We explicitly write the scattering wave function on the




At the boundary sq, the normal derivative of the scattering wave function is,
∇







We would like to project all the wave functions on to the transverse state vector∣∣χq,nq(yq)〉. So we write the above two equations (6.39 and 6.40) in terms of ∣∣χq,nq(yq)〉
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as,
∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xq = 0, yq)〉 = Mq∑
mq=1
cqnq ,mq









∣∣∣Ψq,p0E,np0 (xq = 0, yq)〉 = −ikp0,np0 Mq∑
mq=1
cqnq ,mq








∣∣χq,mq(yq)〉 τ q,p0nq ,np0 .
The coefficients cqnq ,mq are calculated according to the procedure explained in section























Now we substitute the equations (6.43 and 6.44) in the equation (6.38) which gives,






























∣∣ yp ∣∣χp,mp(yp)〉 τ p,p0np,np0 ) ] .
This equation is comparable to the equation (3.29) in the zero-field RMT. Note the
difference between the eq. (3.29) and the eq.(6.45). The extra complexity in the
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magnetic-field RMT is due to the non-orthogonality of the lead eigenfunctions and
the additional term in the Bloch operator L2. The equation (eq.6.45) gives a set of
linear algebra equations that can be solved for the unknown scattering coefficients,
τ q,p0nqnp0 . In the equation (6.45) everything is known except the matrix elements of the
matrix, M. We will calculate the M matrix elements using a variational basis set.
In order to explain the procedure, we will calculate the scattering coefficients of a
4-terminal square junction.
6.3 Applications: 4-Terminal Square Junction.
6.3.1 Transmission Coefficients
In this section we calculate the transmission coefficients for the electrons injected into
the device shown in the figure (6.2). In the bend resistance experiment, a current is
injected from lead 4 to lead 1 which means that the electrons are injected from the
lead 1. The schematic diagram of the device is the same as the one we discussed in
the zero-field RMT (fig.3.6). This device has a symmetric geometry that all the leads
are same in width. We define the coordinate system for this device as the same as
the one we used for zero-field 4-terminal square junction problem.
In order to calculate the transmission coefficients of the electrons in this system, we
need to simultaneously solve the set of equations given by eq.(6.45), which requires the
matrix elements of M. We calculate those matrix elements using a set of variational
basis functions which is as same as the set of basis functions used in the plus junction
with the zero field problem. So the field independent Bloch Hamiltonian is the same
as the Hamiltonian we had in the section (3.4). The symmetric gauge is used when
solving the interior region problem for which the field dependent Bloch Hamiltonian























We solve the generalized eigenvalue problem to calculate the eigenvalues, EBj and
the corresponding eigenvectors with the expansion coefficients which is defined as,
∣∣φBn,m(x, y)〉 =∑
a,b
dBn,m,a,b |ηa(x)〉 |ζb(y)〉 . (6.47)
We use the superscript to mention that there is an applied perpendicular magnetic
field. Now the coefficients needed for the elements of M can be calculated according
to the equation (3.30). We need the γ coefficients for calculating the elements of M




dBn,m,a,b |ηa(x = xq)〉
〈
χq,nq(yq) |ζb(y)〉 . (6.48)
The coefficients dBn,m,a,b are calculated by diagonalizing the magnetic Bloch Hamilto-
nian. Here x and y are the interior region coordinates and yq is the lead coordinate.
We have to convert the coordinates and do the integration. For instance, when we
evaluate the γ values on the 2nd boundary of the plus junction problem, (fig3.6),
x → w1/2 and y → y2 and then do the integration from y2 = −w2/2 to y0 = w2/2.
We calculate the M matrix elements and then solve the linear algebra equations to
find the transmission coefficients. In the interior region calculation, we use 10 × 10
basis functions to diagonalize the Bloch Hamiltonian. We use the same number of
basis functions, 10 basis functions to expand the lead eigenfunctions. This makes sure
that we have enough basis functions (for instance at energy = 60, we have only three
open channels and 7 evanescent waves which is calculated in the appendix B). How-
ever we have not optimized the code to use the least required number of evanescent
functions.
The graph (fig.6.5) shows the transmission coefficients of the electrons in the 4-
terminal square junction device for different values of magnetic fields. The values of
the magnetic fields are shown in the inset of each graph. The plotted values are the
lead to lead transmission coefficients, Tqp0 =
∑
nq ,np0
T q,p0nq ,np0 . Here we have considered
an electron injected from the lead 1 that p0 = 1. As a check for the method, we make
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Figure 6.5: Transmission Coefficients for the electron injected to the 4-terminal square
junction device shown in the (6.2). Electrons are injected from the lead 1. We have cal-
culated the transmission coefficients for 4 different cases, B = 0, B = 6, B = −6 and
B = 12. When there is no magnetic field, since the device is symmetric both T21 and T41
are equal and T31 is always larger than the sidearm transmissions. This zero field result
correctly recovers the result we obtained with zero-field RMT. This figure also shows that
when you increase the magnetic field, the transmission coefficient to the lead 2 increases
and at some energies it is even higher than the forward transmission. Also the two plots
relevant to B = 6 and B = −6 show that by changing the direction of the magnetic field,
the transmission coefficients to the left and right leads interchange as one would expect.
B = 0 and calculate the transmission coefficients. The transmission coefficients for
the left and right directions, T14 and T21 lie top of each other. That is because of the
symmetry when there is no magnetic field. The results show that the magnetic-field
RMT correctly recovers the zero-field result. Note that the forward transmission, T31
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is always higher than the left and right transmission when there is no magnetic field.
That means even though the current source wants the electrons to go from lead 1 to
lead 4, electrons more likely go to lead 3 (forward lead). That is because the electrons
move ballistically. If electrons were diffusive, electrons equally pile up in the lead 2
and 4. Now since the electrons motion is ballistic, more electrons accumulated in the
forward lead, giving a negative voltage V23 which result in a negative bend resistance.
Figure 6.6: The probability density of a positively charged particle injected to the 4-
terminal junction. The left figure shows the probability density of the particle when there
is no magnetic field and the figure to the right is the probability density when the applied
perpendicular magnetic field B = w20/l2B = 20. Both the probabilities are calculated when
the scattering energy, E = 25 in the dimensionless units as described in the text. Note that
the sidearms have similar probabilities for the left figure, but not for the right figure.
As you increase the magnetic field, electrons experience the Lorentz force and
tend to deflect to the lead 2. The transmission coefficient, T21 is higher than the
transmission coefficient, T31 as we observe from the transmission coefficients at B = 6
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and B = 12. Also the transmission coefficients at B = 6 and B = −6 shows that the
direction of the electron path changes as you change the direction of the magnetic
field which again proves the accuracy of the calculation.
Knowing the transmission amplitudes, we can calculate scattering wave function.
We have plotted the probability density of a positively charged particle traveling in
the 4-terminal junction at energy, E = 25. We show (fig.6.6) both the zero field
scattering wave function and the wave function at B = 20. We can see the symmetry
of the scattering wave function when there is no magnetic field and how the electron
deflects towards the side arm when there is a magnetic field perpendicular to the
system.
6.3.2 Calculating the Magneto-Transport Properties
In the previous section we calculated the transmission coefficients of the 4-terminal
device at different energies (fig.6.5). Now we use these transmission coefficients to
calculate the transport properties according to the LB theory. The x axis of these
graphs (fig.6.5) are the energy of the incoming electron. At zero temperature, as we
have discussed in the chapter (1), only the transmission coefficient at the Fermi energy
contributes to the transport properties. This will be different when we consider finite
temperatures.
At zero temperature, we consider the transmission coefficients at the Fermi energy
which is a point on the x-axis. That is, as the Fermi energy changes, the point we
have to look at in the transmission coefficient graph will be different. An important
question is what decides this point. Most of the parameters of the system depend
on the Fermi energy, which is set by the concentration of electrons in the system.
However the x-axis of this graph is a dimensionless quantity. In particular the energy
is scaled by E0 = ~2/m∗w2p0 , where we have chosen wp0 as the width of the input lead.
So once we have a particular density of states, depending on the width of the input
lead, the point we have to consider in the x axis of the above graphs will be different.
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Figure 6.7: The upper plot is the bend resistance, RB of a 4-terminal square junction
device as calculated using the magnetic-field RMT and the LB formula. The lower plot is
the experimental observation for RB as a function of the magnetic field for a device with a
geometry shown in the figure (6.3). Note that two geometries are different. In the theory,
we have calculated RB at different Fermi energies, which means that we have calculated
the RB at different sizes of the devices (see appendix B). The results have a qualitative
agreement to conclude that the InSb device has a coherent electron behavior.
We have shown how to calculate this value in the appendix (B).
We first consider a device in which the width of the incoming lead equals to 0.1µm
and the two-dimensional density of the sample equals 1.90×1011cm−2. For that device
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the Fermi Energy, EF = 58.7 in the dimensionless units (see appendix B). At this
energy there are 3 open subbands. We calculate the RB using the equation (1.34).
For a comparison we calculate the RB at different values of Fermi energies and the
result is shown in figure (6.7). The lower plot is the experimental observation for RB
as a function of the magnetic field for a device with a geometry shown in the figure
(6.3) [10]. The theoretical result qualitatively agrees with the experimental result.
Note that two geometries are different. In the theory result, we have calculated RB at
different Fermi energies, which means that we have calculated RB at different widths
of the device. The Fermi energy decreases means the width decreases according to
our units. In the appendix (B.1), we have tabulated the dimensionless Fermi energies
for different widths of the sample with a carrier concentration, 1.90× 1011cm−2. We
discuss more about the result in the conclusion (6.6). In the next section we show
how to calculate the bend resistance of a 4-terminal wedge junction device (fig.6.3).
6.4 Applications: 4-Terminal Wedge Junction De-
vice
In the previous section, we calculated the transmission coefficients of electrons in
a 4-terminal square junction device using the magnetic-field RMT. In this section
we calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons in a 4-terminal wedge junction
device (fig.6.3) which is more relevant to the experimental observation we compare
our results with.
A schematic diagram of our four-terminal wedge-junction devices is shown in the
figure (4.5). In the chapter (4), we calculated the transmission coefficients of electrons
in such a device with no magnetic field (fig. 4.7). We kept the opening angle 2θ = 430
(which equals to the opening angle of the experimental device [10]), and studied the
transmission coefficients for different values of wD. According to this result, the
transmission coefficients do not have much effect when we increase the width wD
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(fig.4.7). What happens there is when we increase the width of the lead, it injects
electrons in number of open channels. However, those channels which are higher
in subband index and lower in kinetic energy in the longitudinal direction tends to
reflect back those higher subbands will not effect the transport. So we do not need to
include the higher subband electrons in the calculation. The experimental device has
a opening width wD = 4.0, however we simulate the device with wD = 1.5 since we
need to include more channels for the convergence when the width of the leads are
larger. Since the interior region of this device is quite complicated, we need to use
the R-matrix connection formula to solve for the transmission coefficients of electrons
in this device.
In the chapter (4) we discussed the R-matrix connection formula and applied it
to calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons in a 4-terminal wedge junction
device. Here we discuss the basic concepts of the R-matrix connection formula in the
presence of a magnetic field. However, we do not develop the equations as we did in
the zero field case.
In the zero-field R-matrix connection formula, we calculated the R-matrix ele-
ments (or M matrix elements) corresponding to each soft boundaries using each
relevant interior regions. Then we applied the R-matrix equations (all possible com-
binations) to write the scattering wave function on each soft boundary. Then we
applied the continuity of the scattering wave function and the derivative of the wave
function.
The same procedure is applied for the magnetic field R-matrix connection formula,
however the first derivative of the wave function is not continuous at the boundary.
The physical condition is that the flux is continuous across the boundary. Since the
Bloch operator is the flux operator through the surface, all the boundary conditions
stay the same.
We do not present the calculation here since it follows the same procedure as the
zero-field case. However, the set of equations is not the same since the R-matrix
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Figure 6.8: Transmission Coefficients for the electrons injected to the 4-terminal wedge
junction device shown in the figure (6.3). The device is specified by wA = 1.0, wD = 1.5,
and 2θ0 = 430 according to the figure (4.5). Electrons are injected from the lead 1. We
have calculated the transmission coefficients for 4 different cases, B = 0, B = 6, B = −6
and B = 8. Since the device is symmetric both T21 and T41 are equal and T31 is always
larger than the sidearm transmissions when there is no magnetic field. This zero field result
correctly recovers the result we obtained with zero-field RMT. This figure also shows that
when you increase the magnetic field, the transmission coefficient to the right lead increases
and at some energies it is even higher that the forward transmission. Also the two plots
relevant to B = 6 and B = −6 show that by changing the direction of the magnetic field,
the transmission coefficients to the left and right leads interchange as one would expect.
equation has additional parts. We show the resultant transmission coefficients in the
figure (6.8). Using those transmission coefficients, we calculate the bend resistance
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Figure 6.9: Bend resistance of a four-terminal wedge junction device (fig.4.5) as a function
of the magnetic field, B. We have calculated the bend resistance at different values of Fermi
energies which is for different values of device sizes (wA). For a conversion of the Fermi
energies to the device sizes at a given carrier concentration, see appendix (B).
of the system at zero temperature at different Fermi energies (fig.6.9). The appendix
(B) shows the widths of the device corresponding to the Fermi energies considered in
the bend resistance calculation (inset of the figure 6.9). We will discuss more about
this result in the section (6.6).
6.5 Temperature Dependence of the Bend Resis-
tance
As explained in the section (1.1.1), in order to calculate the finite temperature trans-
port properties according to the LB formula, we need to consider the transmission
coefficients of electrons which has energy close to the Fermi energy, according to the
equation (1.13). We calculate the finite temperature bend resistance for the four-
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Figure 6.10: Bend resistance, RB as a function of the magnetic field for the four terminal
square junction device when the dimensionless Fermi energy equlas to 40. The different
curves are for different temperature as shown in the inset. This graph shows that the bend
resistance decreases as you decrease the temperature. However, that behavior breaks down
after T = 100K. We discuss this in the text (see section 6.6).
terminal square junction device at the Fermi energy, EF = 40 in dimensionless units.
And the result is plotted in the figure (6.10).
6.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have calculated the bend resistance of a 4-terminal square junction
devices and a 4-terminal wedge-junction device in a full quantum mechanical fashion.
The results quantitatively agree with the experimental observation.
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We particularly look at two experimental observations of the bend resistance, the
dependence of the RB, on the width of the device and on the temperature. According
to this result, the variation of the bend resistance as a function of the magnetic
field is not monotonic with the width of the sample. This is clear when we look at
the transmission coefficients graphs (fig.6.7). The transmission coefficients have a
considerable effect on the threshold energies. It is not just the width of the sample
matters for the result, but the position of the Fermi energy with respect to the
threshold energies. If the width of the sample is such that the Fermi energy lies close
to a threshold energy, then the difference between T31 and T21 is large and we will get
a large negative bend resistance. There are not enough experimental results to prove
this hypothesis. Also the experiments [10] reported RB ∼ 4kΩ when the width of the
sample equals to 0.2µm. According to our results this high bend resistance can be
seen for a narrower device. We could believe that the lithographic width is not the
actual width of the device.
The graph (6.10) shows that as you increase the temperature, the bend resistance
decreases. However when T > 100K this behavior breaks down and the bend re-
sistance start to increase. We believe that this breakdown is not real. At such a
high temperature, our simple model cannot explain the system. We need to include
the effects such as the lattice vibrations (phonons) in the model. The breakdown at




We have developed a theoretical tool, R-matrix theory, which has also been used
in atomic and molecular physics, and applied it to calculate the transmission coef-
ficients in two-dimensional solid-state devices. Our approach is different from other
R-matrix theories for devices in that we use variational basis functions [58] in the
calculation. We have demonstrated that the variational R-matrix theory in device
physics converges faster than the conventional R-matrix approach.
Our second major result is the development of the R-matrix connection formula.
The R-matrix connection formula uses variational R-matrix theory to calculate the
transmission coefficients of electrons in a device with a complicated geometry. Al-
though we have developed the technique, our formula is not generic. However, it can
be improved to obtain a generic formula which could be used for a device with an
arbitrary geometry.
The variational R-matrix approach has several advantages comparing to other
techniques for calculating the transmission coefficients of electrons in a two-dimensional
device. As explained in chapter (2), the R-matrix theory separates the energy-
dependent calculation from the energy-independent calculations so that the most
time-consuming calculations must be done only once, even if we have to get results
for a number of energies. Since the variational approach achieves faster convergence,
we can get very accurate results using R-matrix theory. As we found in chapter (4),
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R-matrix theory is flexible enough to adapt to devices with complicated geometries.
The transmission coefficients lead to transport properties according to Landauer
theory (ch.1). We used the calculated transmission coefficients to design new devices
and model existing experimental observations. Our major accomplishment was using
RMT to design a device to obtain the cooling by deflecting the thermally excited
electrons. Our calculation was not optimized, but rather was a proof of the principle
that one can improve the cooling effect by different geometries.
Our fourth result was the extension of R-matrix theory to calculate transmission
coefficients of electrons in the presence of a magnetic field. Using the transmission
coefficients, we calculated the bend resistance of a 4-terminal square-junction device.
With the R-matrix connection formula, we were able to calculate the bend resistance
of a 4-terminal device with a more complicated geometry. Our results qualitatively
agree with experimental observations but differ in detail. However, important ex-
perimental details such as the exact gate width (including depletion) and the exact
carrier concentration are not precisely known. Given the relatively good agreement,
we feel that we have evidence that the device is phase coherent. Future experimental
data such as a quantum-Hall measurements of the device will help to count the num-
ber of subbands in the leads of the device. We can then deduce the exact effective
width of the leads. We also have found that the bend resistance does not change
monotonically with the width of the device. More experimental data is required to
confirm this finding. Also we note that being able to develop R-matrix theory in the
presence of a magnetic field shows that R-matrix theory can be adopted to any sort
of potentials. The key issue is to find the relevant Bloch operator term.
Our work is based on the single-particle approximation. We can further develop
the technique to calculate the transmission coefficients of electrons in a many-electron
system. In fact, extension to the many electron systems is one of the greatest ad-
vantages of RMT in atomic physics. Such a many-electron theory will require not
only a reformulation of some of the work in this thesis, but also of Landauer-Bu¨tikker
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theory. Landauer-Bu¨tikker theory assumes that the scattering device is unchanged
due to the electron transport, but in a many electron system, injecting electrons can
excite the molecules in the scattering region or the electrons may be captured in the
scattering region. This extension will be necessary to describe molecular devices.
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Appendix A
Background of R-Matrix Theory
In this appendix we present the background of R-matrix theory in nuclear physics,
atomic and molecular physics and the device physics. Please note that this appendix
was obtained from the forthcoming paper on variational device R-matrix theory by
Jayasekera, Morrison and Mullen [9].
A.1 R-Matrix Theory in Device Physics
In 1947, Wigner and Eisenbud introduced R-matrix theory as a rigorous way of calcu-
lating and thinking about nuclear reactions in general and the role of resonances (the
compound-nucleus model) in particular. An excellent early account of the formulation
of Wigner and Eisenbud [5], which we shall call conventional R-matrix theory
(as distinct from the variational R-matrix theory we use), appears in the review by
Lane and Thomas [42]. Bloch [? ] made a major contribution to the implementation
of R-matrix theory by introducing the “boundary condition operator” LB, which we
shall call the Bloch operator. This operator, which is defined on the internal region
A of position space, incorporates Neumann boundary conditions that, in conventional
R-matrix theory, are imposed on the R-matrix surface So in order to discretize the
spectrum in A. Unlike the system Hamiltonian H, the operator HB = H+LB, which
we shall call the Bloch Hamiltonian, is Hermitian in A. Its eigenfunctions therefore
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constitute a complete set which, in conventional R-matrix theory, constitutes a basis
for expanding the system state vector ΨE in A. The (discrete) eigenvalues of HB,
which are real, are the poles of the R-matrix, and the values of the eigenfunctions
of HB on So are proportional to the corresponding residues. Lane and Robson [43]
derived explicit forms of the Bloch operator for single-channel and multi-channel scat-
tering from a spherically symmetric potential energy, proved that HB is Hermitian
on A, and related the operator H + LB − E to the scattering (S) matrix.
Since the publication of these seminal papers, R-matrix theory (in many guises)
has become a mainstay of collision physics. The review by Barrett et al. [45] offers a
concise summary of the many modern versions of this theory and survey its practical
application, emphasizing the calculation of nuclear reaction cross sections.
A.2 R-Matrix Theory in Atomic and Molecular
Physics
R-matrix theory migrated to atomic and molecular physics in 1971 with its formu-
lation by Burke et al. [46] for electron-atom scattering and its application by Burke
and Robb [48] to low-energy scattering of electrons from hydrogen and helium atoms.
Low-energy electron collisions pose special theoretical and practical challenges due to
the importance of many-body effects (electron exchange and correlation) in the near-
target region. The structure and approach of R-matrix theory are ideally suited to
these challenges. In short order, Burke and collaborators brought their variant of con-
ventional R-matrix theory, in which the internal region is spanned by eigenfunctions
of the sum of the Bloch operator and a model Hamiltonian (see the review by Burke
and Robb [48]) to a high level of sophistication (O’Malley et al. 1978 [50]), a line of
research that continues to the present day [see, for example, Burke and Berrington
[49], Trail et. al[51], and Zhou et.el [52] and references therein].
R-matrix theory made further inroads into atomic and molecular collision physics
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with its generalization in 1975 by Sceneider [53] to electron-molecule collisions. The
increased complexity of molecular as opposed to atomic targets exacerbate the difficul-
ties posed by the internal-region in electron-atom scattering. But early applications
of conventional R-matrix theory to electron-molecule systems (Burke et al. [47]; Mor-
rison and Schneider [54]; Schneider and Hay [55]) showed that one could surmount
many of these difficulties by adapting sophisticated, powerful, and exhaustively de-
veloped formulations (and the corresponding computer codes) of quantum chemistry
to the solution of the many-body problem in the internal region. This capability,
in tandem with the facility with which R-matrix theory treats resonances, has made
the R-matrix method one of the dominant techniques for modern electron-molecule
scattering studies (see, for example, Mazevet et. al [56, 57], Nesbet et. al [58] and
references there in). [For a succinct summary of the theory, see the review by Lane
[59]; for implementation techniques, see articles by Gillian et al. [60], Morgan [61]
and Schneider[62]in the collection edited by Huo . A survey of the application of
R-matrix theory in atomic and molecular physics along with reprints of many of the
major papers appears in the book edited by Burke and Berrington [49].]
A.3 R-Matrix Theory in Device Physics
By formally demarcating regions of space in which interactions or other physical fea-
tures of a system differ, R-matrix theory offers conceptual advantages over many more
familiar formulations of collision physics. Moreover, because the most computationally
demanding parts of an R-matrix calculation do not depend on the scattering energy
(and must, therefore, be performed only once), the R-matrix method offers significant
practical advantages over many alternative theories. In light of these advantages, it is
somewhat surprising that R-matrix theory has not been used more widely in device
physics.
Adapting R-matrix theory to quantum devices poses three major challenges. First,
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spherical coordinates, which are used in nearly all other applications of this theory,
are unsuited to such devices, whose geometry typically consists of one or more con-
ductors connected to one another and to external contacts (which serve as electron
reservoirs) by leads. One must therefore reformulate the theory using several Carte-
sian coordinate systems: one for the internal region (the conductor) and one for each
lead. (Together, the leads comprise the external region.) Second, the R-matrix sur-
face in a quantum device, which separates the internal and external regions consists
in part of impenetrable walls; the boundary conditions for the wave function on such
walls differ from those on the “imaginary” walls that comprise the rest of the surface.
Third, the external region consists of leads which themselves have impenetrable walls
and which support bound states.
Smrkˇa [6] first applied R-matrix theory to a mesoscopic device by adapting the
formalism of Wigner and Eisenbud [5] to one-dimensional electron transport in peri-
odically modulated two-dimensional systems. Wulf et al. [7] later generalized Smrkˇa’s
formulation to systems in which electrons are confined to more than one dimension.
As in most applications of R-matrix theory to device physics, Wulf et al. focused on
transmission resonances, calculating scattering quantities for classically allowed elec-
tron transport in a tunneling barrier with a lateral periodic modulation. In related
research, Onac et.al [8] and Racec and Wulf [63] extended their R-matrix theory
of nonlinear quantum transport to systems exposed to an external magnetic field,
and illustrated their theory by calculating current-voltage characteristics for vertical
magnetotransport through a quantum dot which they modeled by neglecting Coulomb
interactions and assuming a parabolic confining potential.
Indicative of the potential R-matrix theory offers to the device community is the
diversity of its (few) previous applications. In addition to the above, Stone and
Bruus citeStone used conventional R-matrix theory to calculate the amplitude of a
Coulomb-blockade resonance in their study of chaotic classical dynamics in semicon-
ductor quantum dots. These authors used a simplified single-level approximation to
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R-matrix theory, which is obtained by neglecting all but one propagating mode in
each lead [42]. In a quite different application, Alhassid and Attias [65], Alhassid [66],
and Alhassid el al. [67] applied resonant R-matrix theory to the statistical theory of
conductance peaks [68] in a study of the correlator for conductance-peak amplitudes
of a chaotic or weakly disordered quantum dot in the Coulomb-blockade regime.
Of all prior applications of R-matrix theory to device physics, the one that is closest in
spirit to ours is the study by Bohn [21] of ballistic electron propagation in deflective
periodic arrays of T-shaped devices. Bohn used the eigenchannel R-matrix theory
[41, 69] to calculate scattering properties and zero-temperature nonlinear current-
voltage characteristics for these systems.
A.4 Choice of Basis for Variational R-Matrix Cal-
culations
In variational R-matrix theory, the internal-region basis {φj(x)}∞j=1 is required only to
be complete on A. The basis functions must be linearly independent on A and regular
at all impermeable walls Sw. Apart from these requirements, the basis functions are
arbitrary. To maximize the computational advantages of variational R-matrix theory,
it makes sense to choose basis functions that facilitate evaluation of the elements of
the overlap matrix and of the matrix representation of the Bloch Hamiltonian. It
also makes sense to define the basis so as to provide a systematic prescription for
increasing the (finite) number of functions in any actual calculation while minimizing
the risk of (numerical) linear dependence. Nevertheless, this context leaves a great
deal of flexibility in choice of basis functions.
One way to such a define the variational is to choose functions that satisfy Neu-
mann boundary conditions on a surface S ′o that lies outside the R-matrix surfac So;
that is, on a surface that lies in the external region. The resulting basis will not, of
course, be orthonormal on A; but (crucially) the basis will be complete on A, and
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its constituent basis functions do not satisfy any particular boundary conditions on
So. As described in [the Implementation section], we use such a basis in the present
application to two-dimensional devices.
Functions of this type were introduced to the theory of nuclear collisions (Nagara-
jan et al. [70], Tobocman and Nagarajan [71]) as a way to calculate the S matrix using
independent-particle wave functions (Slater determinants) defined in the shell model
of the nucleus (for a review, see Barrett et al. [45]) For a simple spherical square-
well Nagarajan et al. [70] demonstrated the viability and efficiency of this approach,
which they called the boundary-condition constraint method. These authors used
harmonic-oscillator basis functions in which the natural oscillator frequency was used
as a parameter to minimize the number of basis functions required to attain a desired
level of convergence. (This method does not fall under the theoretical umbrella of
variational R-matrix theory, and does not invoke the Bloch operator to ensure Her-
miticity in A.) This approach was further developed by Philpott and collaborators
[72, 73, 74] in applications to problems in nuclear physics. Of special interest is the




Dimensionless Units to Physical
Quantities
Through out this thesis, we calculated the transmission coefficients of the solid-state
devices as a function of the energy of the incoming electron. Usually in numerical
calculations, we use the dimensionless quantities. We measured the length in terms
of a characteristic length of the system, energy in terms of a characteristic energy of
the system and so on. Also we measured the strength of the magnetic field in terms
of the dimensionless quantity, B = w2p0/l2B, where wp0 is a characteristic length in the
system and l2B = ~/eB, the magnetic length of the system. We need to transform
these dimensionless quantities back to the real units in order to calculate the physical
quantities.
B.1 Lengths and Energies
We start with the two-dimensional density of electrons. We consider the system in
the reciprocal space [18]. There is a total of N electrons in the system. At zero








where kF is the wave vector of a free electron at the Fermi energy,
EF = ~2k2F/2m∗. (B.2)










We can use the equation (B.4) to calculate the Fermi Energy of the system knowing
the effective mass and the density of electrons. We use the experimental value for the
electron density and the effective mass of the electron is a known value for different
materials. We are interested in InSb for which the effective mass of the electron is
a function of the energy gap between the valence band and the conduction band.
However, for simplicity we use a constant effective mass, m∗ = 0.0139m0 where m0
is the free electron mass of the electron. Taking the electron density of the system,
n = n0 × 1011cm−2, we can calculate the Fermi energy of the system as,
EF = 17.2× n0 meV. (B.5)
For GaAs, the effective mass of electron m∗ = 0.067m0 and we get the Fermi energy
as,
EF = 3.57× n0 meV. (B.6)
Now we need to calculate this energy in terms of the dimensionless energy units.
We measure the lengths in terms of a convenient characteristic length in the
system, which in a two-dimensional system we choose as the width of the incoming
lead, wp0 . We shall take this unit length as,
wp0 = wp0 × 10−6 m. (B.7)
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Please note that in the chapter (5), our energy units were different and we do the
relevant unit conversion in the same chapter. By substituting the values in this




Also we choose to measure all the energies from E0. With that, the dimensionless




We combine the equations (B.4), (B.8) and (B.10) and get the dimensionleass Fermi
energy,
F = 1000× pi n0 w2p0 − 1. (B.11)
Note that the dimensionless Fermi energy, and hence the number of occupied channels
does not depend on the effective mass of the material. However, the spacing between
levels is material dependent.
We will now consider a device in which the width of the incoming lead wp0 = 0.1µm
that the is wp0 = 0.1 and the carrier concentration n = 1.90×1011cm−2 that n0 = 1.9.
The dimensionless Fermi energy will be,
F = 58.69. (B.12)
According to the equation (3.12), we can find that there are 3 open channels at this
energy.
In the section (6.3 and 6.4), we have calculated the bend resistance at arbitrary
values of dimensionless energies. Using the equations (B.11), we convert the dimen-
sionless energies to the corresponding size of the device and tabulate in the table
(B.1).
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Table B.1: The dimensionless Fermi energy is converted into the size of the device. In fact,
the values at different points in the x axis of the transmission coefficients graphs (fig.6.5 and
fig. 6.8) is converted into the relevant device size. We considered a sample with a electron
concentration n = 1.90× 1011cm−2.
B.2 Strength of the Magnetic Field
In the chapter (6), we choose to measure the strength of the magnetic fields in terms
of the dimensionless quantity B = w2p0/l2B. Here we explain how to transform these
energies into the real units. Our dimensionless unit is related to the ratio between
the magnetic length of the system and the width of the incoming lead.
We will first calculate the magnetic length lB of the system. Let us consider an








The magnetic length cannot be defined for B = 0 case. Now we will consider a device







B0 × (2.566)2 × 10−16
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For a sample with wp0 = 0.1, the strength of the magnetic field of 1 tesla equals to
the dimensionless magnetic field strength,
B = 15.12, (B.13)
which says,
B = 1→ 1
15.12
Tesla. (B.14)
We use the equation (B.14) to convert the dimensionless energy units into the real
magnetic field strengths in the sections (6.3 and 6.4).
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Appendix C
Bloch Eigenfunctions in a Wedge
Geometry
In the chapters (4) and (6), we used the Bloch eigenfunctions of a wedge geometry.
In this appendix, we explain how to find these Bloch eigenfunctions in a wedge geom-
Figure C.1: A schematic diagram of a wedge geometry. In this appendix, we discuss how
to calculate the Bloch eigenfunctions in the wedge geometry which is used in the chapters
(4) and (6). The mesh in the figure shows a new coordinate system (x, t = y/x). In the
text we explain how to use both the (x, y) and (x, t) coordinate systems to calculate the
Bloch eigenfunctions in this geometry.
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etry (fig.C.1). One could write the Bloch Hamiltonian in the discretized real space
with the physical boundary conditions and diagonalize the Hamiltonian to find the
eigenfunctions and the eigenenergies. However, this is not computationally efficient.
We would prefer to do most of the overlap integrals analytically. First we have to
write the Bloch operator and find a set of basis functions that satisfy the physical
hard wall boundary conditions. We will think about two sets of coordinates (x, y)
and (x, t) as shown in the figure (C.1). There are two important points to make:





• The Hamiltonian operator is easy to calculate in the (x, y) coordinates since
Bloch term is always pointing outwards to the soft boundaries.
Because of that we choose to use a set of basis functions in (x, t) coordinates, write
the Bloch Hamiltonian in the (x, y) coordinates and do the overlap integrals in (x, t)
coordinates.











We choose a set of variational basis functions which satisfies the physical hard wall









where t0 = tan 2θ0. These basis functions are similar to the infinite well eigenfunctions
which satisfy the hard wall boundary conditions.
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The x dependent basis functions take the form similar to the horizontal basis functions




















x for a = 2, 4, . . . ,
(C.4)
Here we used λx = ν(x2 − x1) where we used ν = 1.3.
Since the Hamiltonian is written in the (x, y) coordinates, we have to transform
the basis functions to (x, y) coordinates, and then after defining the elements of the
Bloch Hamiltonian, the integrals can be done using the (x, t) coordinates. Note that






dx dt. We will find the integration element as follows.
The infinitesimal area ds is given by,
ds2 = dx2 + dy2, (C.5)
where dx is the infinitesimal length in the x direction and dy is the infinitesimal length





dy = tdx+ xdt (C.7)
So,
ds2 = dx2 + dy2 = dx2 + t2 dx2 + x2 dt2 + 2x t dx dt, (C.8)





















 1 + t2 xt
xt x2
 (C.11)
Then we get the infinitesimal area as,
ds = g1/2 dx dt, (C.12)
which simplifies to,
dx dy = x dx dt. (C.13)
Using the equation (C.13), we do all the overlap integrations in the (x, t) coordinates
and calculate the Bloch Hamiltonian for the wedge geometry. Once we write down the
Bloch Hamiltonian in the matrix form, we solve the generalized eigenvalue problem
to find the coefficients dn,m,a,b as we explained in the section (2.3.1). And then we
calculate the M matrix elements according to the equation (3.30).
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Appendix D
R-Matrix Connection Formula for
a 4-Terminal Wedge Junction
Device
In the chapter (6), we discussed the transmission coefficients of electrons in a four-
terminal wedge junction device. In this appendix, we show how to set up the algebra
to calculate the transmission coefficients of a 4-terminal wedge junction device. We
refer to the device in the figure (4.5) use the same notation as we used for the R-matrix
connection formula for a diamond-shaped device. We write the R-matrix equation
relating the scattering wave functions in different regions.
Using the interior region I, we relate the scattering wave function defined in the












∣∣∣LID1Ψ1E,np0 (x = xD1)〉+∑
nA1
MID1,nD1,A1,nA1 〈χA1,nA1

















∣∣∣LIA1ΨCE,np0 (x = xA1)〉 . (D.2)
Using the interior region I, we relate the scattering wave function defined in the































∣∣LIIA2ΨCE,n0(x = xA2)〉 . (D.4)
Using the interior region III, we relate the scattering wave function defined in












∣∣∣LIIID3Ψ3E,np0 (x = xD3)〉+∑
nA3
MIIIA2,nA3,D3,nD3 〈χD3,nD3
















∣∣∣LIIIA3 ΨCE,np0 (x = xA3)〉 . (D.6)
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Using the interior region IV , we relate the scattering wave function defined in the












∣∣∣LIVD4Ψ4E,np0 (x = xD4)〉+∑
nA4
MIVD4,nD4,A4,nA4 〈χA4,nA4
















∣∣∣LIVA4ΨCE,np0 (x = xA4)〉 (D.8)














































































































∣∣∣LCA4ΨIVE,np0 (x = xA4)〉 . (D.12)
The scattering wave function should satisfy 4 sets of boundary conditions, the
continuity of the wave function and its derivative across each internal boundaries, A1,
A2, A3 and A4. We mathematically write the boundary conditions for the continuity
of the wave function as,

















In writing the continuity of the derivative of the scattering wave function new sets
of symbols, AAj ,nAj . The boundary conditions become,
〈χA1,nA1(yA1)




∣∣∣LIIA2ΨCE,np0 (x = xA2)〉 = −〈χA2,nA2(yA2) ∣∣∣LCA2ΨIIE,np0 (x = xA2)〉 = AA2,nA2,
(D.18)
〈χA3,nA3(yA3)




∣∣∣LIVA4ΨCE,np0 (x = xA4)〉 = −〈χA4,nA4(yA4) ∣∣∣LCA4ΨIVE,np0 (x = xA4)〉 = AA4,nA4.
(D.20)









































































































































































































Now we have 8 sets of equations, (D.21, D.22, D.23, D.24, D.25, D.26, D.27, D.28).
These equations can be further reduced using the equation (3.27). Now we have 8
sets equations which can be solved for 8 sets of unknowns, τ p,p0np0 ,n0 and AAj,nAj
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